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ABSTRACT
Six narrative films were selected for this study to investigate the
image of a teacher as a Romantic rebel. In each of these films, the
central character is portrayed as a school teacher coming into
conflict with traditional educational pedagogies that involve
student learning and discipline. Each film is reviewed and
evaluated within the framework of the romantic-humanist theory of
education or the transformational orientation. Three major points
are covered in each review. First, the thematic concerns are
specified that follow the romantic, ideological constructs of JeanJacques Rousseau on education. Second, the directorial skills are
noted in visualizing settings and characters that illustrate the
conflicts between the romantically-oriented teachers and traditionbound educational system. Third, the psychological effects of the
films on viewers are described which may influence public
perception of the teaching profession. Background information
concerning the nature of formula-driven genre films and the
development of the New Wave movement in film production is
provided. A brief historical survey of changes in curriculum and
instruction also is given. The study concluded that the image of
the teacher as a Romantic rebel in these narrative films is a
positive one. Romantic-minded teachers are portrayed as liberators
who individually make a difference in the traditional educational
system by showing care and trust towards students.
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CHAPTER ONE
Film Images, Narrative Form and Teachers
Introduction

As the 21st century approaches, educators have already
recognized the powerful influence communication media have over the
perception of ourselves and our world, especially through narrative
films and television. For nearly a century, films have communicated
values, beliefs and attitudes which were part of the social fabric
of this society. In North America, most of these films carried
within them hidden ideological constructs that supported the
dominant Western ideology of the United States. The film images of
men and women were created by the "old" Hollywood style of filmmaking using formula-driven genre films. These genre films,
whether a Western or a musical, a screwball comedy or a gangster
film, produced certain stereotypical characters in a predictable
story line employing familiar visual conventions and icons to
support the beliefs and expectations of the audience. The narrative
elements of plot, setting and character were visualized by a film
director into a series of melodramatic conflicts that were resolved
by the restoration of law and order through violence, or the
joining of the man and woman in marriage rites. These genres of
order or of integration helped the viewing audiences connect
specific actions and attitudes in character relationships. The
expected or desired resolution of the conflict led to variations on
the "happy ending" narrative strategy. In this manner, film
narratives re-enforced social and political values, and the shared
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beliefs of the community. Role-playing depicted in these film
narratives indirectly influenced social behavior (Schatz, 1976,
pp.21-22).
Hollywood genre films of the 1930s and 1940s also became
valued works of cinematic art for a group of French New Wave
directors, especially Jean-Luc Godard and Francois Truffaut. In
their first feature films, Godard's Breathless (1961),and
Truffaut's The 400 Blows (1959), they made the genre conventions of
Hollywood films "self-conscious" to the audience. By paying hommage
to the gangster heroes of yesterday, they used the cinematic
iconography and conventions of Hollywood genre films to reveal the
way myths, fairy-tales and fables shaped audience expectations.
Through a playful mixture of documentary-style cinema within
a loosely structured plot, that emphasized the existential nature
of character within a given environment, Truffaut and Godard argued
for the total aesthetic "artworld" of film because film could
directly influence the experiential "reality" of the audience.
Cinematic realism to them was just another set of artistic
conventions to be included among others they used to draw an
audience into the film narrative.
The New Wave scripts, some written by Truffaut, brought into
question contradictions about the nature of "heroes" as they had
been depicted on the screen. A "self-consciousness" arose from a
juxtaposition of images based upon Hollywood screen "heroes" with
Truffaut's characters who were defeated attempting to shape their
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lives like the Hollywood model. The result was a parody which
demonstrated that one's identity was distorted when it was
connected to an illusory image and was not grounded in one's own
reality.
Moreover, the scripts were open-ended. They did not seek a
resolution to the conflict. In this manner, Truffaut, as director,
admitted that the social issues confronting an individual in an
advanced technological society can be ambiguous and contradictory.
There were no easy solutions to the problems faced by the
protagonist as had been previously framed by the formula-driven
conventions of genre films.
Directly associated with this movement towards the
"deconstruction" of the myths controlling this society, was the
awareness of a need for the "reconstruction" of myths within a
framework of a common humanity among all citizens. The new French
film-makers began to question all value systems with regard to the
"liberation" of the individual from the stereotypes and "living
cliches" of the dominant society. The New Wave films emphasized
character over plot and presented images from a subjective pointof-view. The essential plot is a struggle of the individual against
the authoritative and repressive social and political order. Here
reality is presented based upon the Existentialist notion of
contingency, of chance happenings which affected the psychological
ordering of the world for each person. Thus the emotional world of
experience becomes central to their protagonist.
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Godard and Truffaut employed neo-realist techniques of film
making using on-location shooting with available light. The scripts
were loosely structured to take advantage of unpredictable
situations that tended towards improvisational film-making. Nonactors were used except for male and female leads. Every effort
was made to transform "reality" into a documentary statement. Thus
stories revolved around the exploration of character, and the
forces or ideologies that shaped the character's identity. The
films had a more episodic amd disjointed manner of editing, to
parallel the growing sense of turmoil between the "ordered society"
and its conflicts with a disruptive and rebellious "anti-hero". In
addition, the directors juxtaposed images related to older genre
films with their own documentary footage.
In this study of the image of a teacher as a Romantic rebel,
each film director was influenced by New Wave production techniques
as a way to explore the myths that have arisen about teachers and
their respective roles in contrast to the image of teachers
traditionally portrayed in genre films and novels. The six
narrative films selected range from images of teachers in primary
schools of the 1930s to inner-city high schools teachers of the
1980s.
The six films examined in this study depict a new image of the
teacher, as "anti-hero" and an individual who is more realistic and
humane. The teacher is concerned about development of the selfworth of each student as well as the development of learning skills
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and interests in self-expression. This study also describes how
teacher-images of characters in the chosen narrative films struggle
with formula-driven curriculum from an out-moded educational
system. Each drama exposes the major conflict between the teacher
and the school system. The plot then illustrates how these teachers
introduce a learning strategy that properly directs the student to
learning in terms of personal interests. In this way, the teacher
replaces the transmissional educational practice with a
transformational orientation. Thus, the image of a teacher as a
Romantic rebel in these six narrative films demonstrates to
viewers how these teachers can reach out to students and provide
them with vital learning experiences that are positive and
productive within any public school environment.
Teachers are a primary force in an public educational system
designed to serve the needs of a changing society. Today, their
role as mediators of culture is necessary to off-set the
distortions and fabrications produced by the self-interested
manipulators of reality who exploit the media world. Teachers also
can provide the foundations for a critical self-examination by
students of the myths that come into schools from the outside
world. The positive images of teachers in narrative films then
become important since the continuation of previous stereotypical
images not only damages the teaching profession, but also make
problematic the reasons to support public education in a democracy.
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Proposition
The thesis being proposed for consideration in this study is
that a selection of contemporary narrative films, each based upon
real-life teaching experiences, can present to the viewing
audiences images of teachers as counselors, directors and
facilitators of rewarding student-centered learning experiences.
To support this proposition, an analysis and evaluation of six
different narrative films are given as evidence of transformational
teaching strategies. Teachers are portrayed as helpful contributors
in the development of a social, emotional and intellectual learning
environment by thoughtful attention to each student's interests,
drives and personal achievements. ^Promotion of discovery and
creativity are supported to provide opportunities for personal
decision-making and moral formation of each student.

Argument
My research considers the image of the teacher in six
contemporary narrative films each set in different historical
times. In each of these films, the central character depicted is a
school teacher in conflict with the traditional function of
education --- to transmit a particular set of facts, skills and
values to students. Each narrative film presents two different
teaching methodologies or strategies coming into conflict with each
other. Knowledge is generated about the present and the past, and
is generally assumed to be relatively stable but external to the
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learner. Learning occurs in predictable ways when students break
down content and reorganize it in ways for efficient delivery and
testing. Less concerned with transmission of knowledge, the
progressive or transformational position focuses on a developmental
conception of learning where prior knowledge and intellectual
potential are promoted through emphasis on personal forms of
inquiry, innovation and thought about content. Both representative
types of teachers are concerned with what students must learn so
that they can function as responsible citizens in a democratic,
pluralistic society, and with what should be taught and why.
I will argue that the central character in each of these
narrative films is a teacher following the romantic-humanist
philosophy of education as espoused by Progressive educators of the
twentieth century. They each demonstrate a transformational
position (Miller & Seller 1990), a belief that a child's school
life ought to be guided by his or her own personal interest and
goals in a learning situation (p.143) when teaching in the primary
and secondary schools. These teachers are depicted promoting
methods that are contextual, where learning is founded upon caring
and trust. Further, I will argue that in each of these narrative
films the teacher/anti-hero becomes a role-model that promotes
empathy and identification for the teacher as a Romantic rebel. The
image of this teacher becomes one who knowingly is responsible for
stimulating curiosity and interest in students and new ways of
promoting a child's self-image and self-development.
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Evidence

There are six films under analysis: all are based upon reallife experiences of the central protagonist as recalled in
biographies and novels. The films are reviewed and analyzed in
pairs for comparison and contrast. The first pair of films involves
young teachers assigned to primary schools during the Depression
of the 1930s. One is Sylvia. which is set in a rural town in New
Zealand. The other film, Why Shoot the Teacher?, takes place in a
one-room school house on the Prairies in rural Saskatchewan,
Canada.The second pair of films relates curriculum and instruction
in two similar yet tradition-bound preparatory schools during the
post-Sputnik Cold War decade of the early 1960s. The locale for
the film entitled IF... is outside London, England. The second
film, Dead Poets Society, is located in Vermont, New England, The
third pair of films involves high school students and their
respective teachers working in large inner-city high schools in the
United States. Most of the students come from minority groups. The
films are entitled Teachers and Stand and Deliver. Except for
IF..., all the films have been produced in the 1980s. IF... was
produced in the late 1960s in England, a product of the 'Angry
Young Man' theatre group led by Lindsay Anderson and Tony
Richardson.
In relation to the concept of a teacher as Romantic rebel, I
will employ a framework for the analysis of these films that
follows an educational philosophy derived from the ideas of Jean-
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Jacques Rousseau. As summarized by Randall, Rousseau's theories
suggest that
"the natural man is not a rational thinker, judging everything
by its usefulness to himself and his fellows, but rather a man
of passion and feeling. Intelligence and reason, he believed,
are largely the products of social environment, an environment
that seizes upon the plastic nature of the child and distorts
it by pressing it into a traditional mould that must remain
alien to it" (Randall, 1940, pp. 401-402).
In Emile: A Treatise on Education (1762), Rousseau states
"Everything is good as it comes from the hands of the author of
nature; but everything degenerates in the hands of man." Further
he states, "Our wisdom is slavish prejudice, our customs consist in
control, constraint, complusion. Civilized man is born, lives and
dies in a state of slavery; All his life long man is imprisoned by
our institutions." (Rousseau, Emile, trans. Foxley, (1911), p. 10)
In expounding the real aim of education, Rousseau advocated
the natural, free development of the child derived from his/her own
nature, his/her own powers, and his/her own natural inclinations.
This respect for the child as an individual led Rousseau to state
that "Every means has been tried except one, the very one which
might succeed --- well-regulated liberty" ( p.46).
As Randall notes, Rousseau's Romanticism was a reactionary
movement against the all too narrow construction of human
experience in terms of reason. By arguing that life is greater than
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a "vast mechanical order", the romantic view of the world "appealed
to the whole breath and expanse of man's experience" (Randall,
p.399).
During the 1920s, the "lost" generation of writers and
bohemians found solace in reviving many of the essential tenets of
Romanticism. Malcolm Cowley summarized them in his novel, Exile's
Return, (1976, p. 60) as follows:
1. The idea of salvation of the child - A new educational system
should be introduced that encourages the development of each
personality. A child should not slowly be crushed by a
standardized society and mechanical methods of learning.
2. The idea of self-expression - The realization of one's own
identity through creative and expressive work.
3. The idea of paganism - The ritual of love should be unfettered
by moral prescriptions.
4. The idea of living for the moment - Better to seize the moment
as it comes, to dwell in it intensely, even at the cost of
future suffering. Gather ye rosebuds while ye may...
5. The idea of liberty - Laws, rules and conventions or ways
of thinking that prevent self-expression or the full enjoyment
of life should be shattered and destroyed, especially concepts
of the child as evil and in need of salvation.
6. The idea of equality - For women as well as men, society
should provide equal opportunities for life experiences.
7. The idea of changing place - Breaking away and liberating one-
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self from the confinements of societal rules and finding
places to breathe freely and openly.
The framework of film analysis and criticism will also
encompass and explore various directorial techniques, the visual
metaphors and myths incorporated in the narrative as well as the
psychological impact the films have upon the viewer. In addition,
the depiction of the "reality" of the teacher as a Romantic rebel
will be attempted. There will also be a focus upon the historical
dimensions within a social and political framework as they reflect
and reveal the concerns of the society in which they were produced.

Implications
By contrasting and comparing two different conceptions of
teaching, these films emphasize the romantic-humanist orientation
of the teachers to the traditional curriculum. Moreover, each film
makes the audience aware that the implementation of each mode of
teaching is founded upon two powerful belief systems of education
and learning. One belief focuses upon two different functions of

education in our society. The transmission position stresses a
textbook, subject-related orientation to knowledge and learning. It
is characterized by the acquisition of certain cultural values and
basic skills which reproduce particular views on the way society
functions. Its main objective is to re-enforce the status quo. The
transformation position stresses a vision towards social change by
promoting individual development and growth within a changing
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society. It is grounded upon the belief that a democratic society
functions for the benefit of its citizens. Thus, the ways of
democracy and methods of power sharing in a changing society are
interrelated. These films appear to promote an
ideological/political construct that associates "good teaching
practices" with the romantic-humanist philosophies of education.

Significance
The primary objective of this study is to discover and
evaluate the ways and means narrative films communicate knowledge
and information about the social and political beliefs of our
society. Another goal is to assess the role narrative films play in
communicating a romantic-humanist curriculum to different groups of
teachers and students in a variety of school environments. Of
further significance is the contribution these particular films
have in moulding public opinion, influencing attitudes, and
creating myths about teachers and educators in our pluralistic
society. To what degree are we, as viewers, influenced by such
portrayal of teachers as role-models, if at all?
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CHAPTER TWO
A Review of Related Literature

Writers and researchers have examined the image of a teacher
as portrayed in 19th and 20th century Canadian and English novels.
The following review includes the most recent studies on the image
of teachers in literature since 1968. Of the five theses, only one
(Crume, 1988) considered the image of the teacher in films produced
in the 1980s in comparision with novels written in the same period,
Each study conducted an investigation into the stereotypical images
of teachers in relation to the myths and legends portrayed in
novels and films. They all focus on the social and political
factors that contribute to the role of a teacher and their
educational methods. The other studies,(Ezor, 1969); (Oster, 1972);
(Enger, 1974); and (Zellhofer, 1980) all selected novels for their
portraits of teachers.
Edwin L. Ezor (1969) studied the image of the teacher in 241
"college" novels from 1900 to 1960 in relation to the major sociopolitical and intellectual changes and developments in the United
States. His study follows the evolution of this fictional teacher
as these changes reflect the "science-dominated Zeitgeist of the
twentieth century" (p.435). These representations of teachers seem
to show persons with shared values and world views characteristic
of the average real-life American.
Ezor traced this evolution from the religious scepticism
exhibited by aristocratic Ivy League college professors in the
1900s to the gradual rise of self-seeking middle-class professors
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serving in diverse colleges throughout the country when colleges
grew in size and diversity. Over this sixty-year period radical
changes in beliefs, attitudes and values are recounted in those
novels that alter and change the image of the teacher. Various
social and economic changes were related to various crises faced by
the fictional teachers that arose from moral and philosophical
shifts in the passage of time.
The novels Ezor selected revealed that numerous dilemmas and
changing crises faced by the fictional teachers were mostly a
result of socio-political influences outside the domain of the
college community. These images ranged from the intellectual and
moral doctrines advanced by professors before the First World War,
followed by the radical shift to atheism during the 1920s, to the
economic failures of capitalism and the search for other economic
systems during the Great Depression in the 1930s. The Allies fight
against the forces of totalitarianism during a grim Second World
War concluded with the use of the Atomic bomb in 1945. A sense of
pessimism and a growing distrust of all ethical dogma pervaded the
post-war years in the United States.
When individual teachers are examined in these novels, they
are shown answering specific challenges that cut across social and
domestic life on the college campus. Rank, salary and the
important doctorate and subsequent publications become topics
influencing their teaching and relationships to students. The major
characters in these novels are humanities teachers who teach
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English or social studies. However, they are seen as fighting a
losing battle against the changes in curriculum wrought by
commercial and big-business interests in the curriculum. When the
teachers challenge these interest-groups, they are apt to be
labelled as "radical" or "Red". Thus a major theme of academic
freedom emerges from the later novels in his study.
The authors followed a general narrative pattern by
portraying major teacher-characters as exceptional lecturers with
a particular charisma which succeeds in stimulating students. Ezor
believes that these teacher-images are derived from a basic
romantic idealism of what a teacher ought to be. As secondary
characters in the novels, teachers are depicted with values and
behaviours which are considered as those of the average real-life
teacher by the authors.
In the student-centered novels of college life in the 1920s,
the teacher's own romantic liaisons became a major theme. Special
interest was upon novels of upward social mobility which had moral
young men winning over upper-class young ladies despite social and
economic obstacles.
Romanticism also flourished in the period of the 1930s among
the harsh social realities of the Depression. Novels also dealt
seriously with academic freedom not only in the 1930s but again in
the 1950s during the McCarthy red-baiting era. Teachers were
stamped as political radicals involved with anti-American
political forces such as Communism and Fascism. As an outcast and
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heretic, the fictionalized college teacher was accused of heresy
and even if he excelled as a dedicated lecturer and adviser, he was
deserted by his colleagues and ostracized in campus life.
This developing image of the college teacher in these novels
presented societal conflict of values between teachers and the
status quo "by organized power structures of capitalism, religion
and the venal press (which) treated him as subversive" (p.467).
The politicization of the teacher as portrayed in these novels
of the 1950s described the college as a "power structure". The
business of the day was to produce for other power structures in
other spheres of mutual interest - the military and private
foundations. As a figure against this background, the image of the
college teacher shifted once again into an "opportunist" and
"political gamesman" where teaching was left to young instructors
and graduate students.
As the novels reach the 1960s, colleges and teachers absorbed
the values of mainstream American corporate-capitalist society. The
image of the college teacher then shifted again into a more complex
relationship with the school, the public and the political arena.
John E. Oster (1972) examined Canadian literature over a span
of five decades to learn how authors portrayed teachers as part of
the social and political fabric of prairie life. The fictional
images revealed certain patterns of student-teacher and teachercommunity relationships which Oster considered more meaningful to
readers since the relationships were projected within a life-like
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context of the realistic novel.
Oster limited the scope of his study to the distinctive way of
life prevailing in the Western Canadian prairie provinces of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. This particular Canadian region
gave the different novelists a realistic environment to describe
the human struggle against the isolation and loneliness
suffered by the characters in the harsh, sometimes brutal climate.
The study traced the cultural determinants that created a
picture of rural education and community life that no longer
exists, from the pioneer days of the 1920s to the urban communities
of the 1960s. During that period of time, Oster selected 71 novels
that depicted a diversity of characterizations about the personal
expectations of teachers, their pedagogical attributes, and their
romantic idealism and creativity.
Over two-thirds of the fictional teachers are women. For
these women, the novelists focussed on the teacher's romantic life.
They placed them into six categories: romantic heroines, romantic
sirens, aging rebels, old maids, aspiring academics and married
women. Most typical of the fictional teachers was the romantic
heroine who was both a beautiful woman and an exemplary teacher.
She usually left the teaching profession after winning the most
eligible bachelor in the community.
Oster found that the typical male teacher was usually an
effective teacher even if some people thought he was working in a
"women's" profession. In the sympathetic treatment by novelists of
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male teachers, most succeeded professionally rather than romantically,
although when there is a romantic interest it develops with a
student, a colleague or a married woman. The male teacher's personal
life is basically lonely; he is a man alienated from the land and
the life of the community through his academic career.
Some of the fictional teachers criticize the content-centered
concept of education. Their personal contact with students in
classrooms led them to believe that it is educationally better to
make men and women out of the students rather than fill their heads
with raw information. They followed the progressive trend of the
times which saw eduction better served through real-life experiences
than by formal schooling. Some prairie families questioned the value
of formal education as just a conformity-ridden trap for the young.
Oster discovered that the novelists emphasized those traits
which characterized good teachers and teaching.
"The good teacher is invariably depicted as a warm, responsive
person who inspires confidence and enthusiasm in others; he
seeks to understand the cultural milieu in which he has to
operate; and he respects the customs and beliefs of the
community with different social and cultural backgrounds; he
considers himself a culture-bearer -- not in order to impose
his values on the community, but rather to enrich the lives
of people" (p.164).
Yet, in the novelists' description of classroom activities,
teaching was anything but an objective and rational activity.
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Oster cited many novels where the teacher acted as a mentor to
stimulate and nurture the intellectual and artistic aspirations of
young people. Although the influence of teachers upon their young
proteges may have been positive or negative, the attitude of
the people in the community countered the effectiveness of the
teacher. In these novels, some prairie people actually considered
public education a hindrance which took their children away from
needed farm work.
However, in his chapter on the teacher in the community, Oster
concluded that the European settlers valued the blessing of formal
education. The novelists of the 1960s have portrayed the immigrant
prairie farmers and their families with sympathy. They made great
sacrifices so that their children might, through education, have
the power to free themselves from a life of harsh physical toil.
Malcolm S. Enger (1974) uses three criteria to study the image
of a teacher as portrayed in American fiction published between
1965 and 1971. His work is based upon E. M. Forster's (1927)
assumptions that a fictional narrative can reveal an author's
attitude towards the characters, the characters' perceptions of
themselves and their feelings toward one another. Enger chose
novels where teachers were given an in-depth character portrait,
where they were engaged in teaching, and where the teacher's
relation to others was revealed.
Enger chose the years 1965 - 1971 -- years of social unrest
and change -- because he believed them to represent a critical
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period in which the image of the teacher changed as many groups
changelled the content of the curriculum as well as the role of the
teacher. Teachers, he claimed, struck postures wholly inconsistent
with their previous "churchmouse" image. He believed that an
image of a contemporary teacher was necessary in order to provide
a sharper perception of the role and role expectations. For
example, Enger suggests that one role the teacher experiences is
that of a mediator and transmitter of the culture outside the
classroom. Without an awareness of the role he plays in the school
environment, the effectiveness as a teacher can be undermined.
In his own review of literature, Enger found precedents for
drawing upon literature and the narrative as a source of images of
teachers. Arthur Foff (1971) concurred that understanding the
teaching role, inferred by the image or idea of the teacher, was
crucial for occupational success. This is consistent with the
purpose of Enger's study, which was to foster critical selfexamination among the teaching profession through the stimulation
provided by contemporary novels and stories.
In pre-1965 images of teachers, Enger found a recurring
paradox: a respect for education but very little for the teacher.
Enger cited both Don Charles and Leo Gurko to support his argument
that stereotypes and generalizations persisted. Charles (1950)
also found that teachers were treated as "living cliches" and not
as significant individuals. Gurko (1953) reconstructed images of
male and female teachers from literature and mythology and found
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them to be both unattractive and demeaning.
Enger's study indicated his concern on the continuance of
these stereotypical images of teachers in these novels. He claimed
that these images endangered the very heart of formal education and
could be seen as a threat not only to the teacher, but to society
itself. In contrast to earlier work, the new image of the teacher
that arose in the late 1960s, as reflected in the novels published
between 1965 and 1971, provided a conception of the teacher as
honest and moral, but also as decidedly disobedient. This implied
a contemporary ethic in which a person's moral values transcended
one's obedience to the system.
The teacher was motivated to act out of a commitment, not to
the system, but to an ideal, a way of life, a better world. This
humanistic "better world" was one in which people have a higher
priority than knowledge or law (p.148). The problems faced by
teachers were those laws, traditions and customs, which in the end
defeated the teacher-character in the realization of this "better
world". Teacher-characters were more tragic and less happy about
the circumstances of the lives. But in spite of their frequent
losses to adversity, they appeared more heroic, and stronger
because of their struggles. Teachers functioned as change agents
who favoured hard work although they usually experienced illegal
practices and physical violence from their own peer group. They
were more romantically and sexually oriented than some other
characters and sought their sexual identities in intimate affairs.
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In the context of this study, it is interesting to note that
Enger recommended that further studies of the images of teachers,
as they are depicted in fiction and portrayed in narrative films,
should be made. He believed that such studies would encourage and
renew the spirit and adventure of teaching.
Gregor F. Zellhofer (1980) chose to study the American novel
as a reflector and a creator of myths and attitudes about ourselves
and others. Focusing on the nature of the teaching profession as
depicted by major and minor characters in more than thirty novels,
Zellhofer argued that the stereotypical images of teachers can be
a valuable source to discover the social reality of both the school
and the community. However, he advised caution. Zellhofer selected
thirty-five novels from the twenties to the sixties containing
fictional teachers as central characters or "stereotypes". By
"stereotype" he means the standardized mental picture held in
common by members of the community which represents an
oversimplified opinion, attitude or uncritical judgment of a
person. Like an "image", it is a popular conception of a person
projected through the novel to depict these stereotypical
characteristics.
Zellhofer used Lever's (1961) definition of a novel as "the
form of written prose narrative of a considerable length involving
the reader in an imagined world which is new because it has been
created by the author" (p. 16). "Image" is defined as both a
physical representation and a mental impression. The teacher-image
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was evaluated in terms of its positive or negative impact, that is,
if the character reflected a credible portrayal of human nature and
experience but created an unfavourable image of the teaching
profession. "Stereotype" also is defined as "an incomplete but
coherent image that lacks individuality" (p. 7).
Zellhofer claimed that numerous studies have been concerned
with the professional status of teachers. George C. Counts (1925)
ranks them as tenth out of twenty-five occupations, while later
Groff (1962) classified them as "middle-class professionals". In
American novels, teacher stereotypes represented a widely shared
image in the minds of the community. According to Willard Waller
(1932) "much of social interaction rests upon stereotypes".
Zellhofer concluded that: "any image can be carried in the
minds of people as if it were real." Regardless of whether a
teacher-image is oversimplified and incomplete or fully drawn, its
significance lies in the composite image conveyed to the reader
(and viewer as well) in terms of being positive or negative"
(p.34). His study presented the fictional image of the high school
teacher within an historical reality. Zellhofer organized the
novels chronologically from the twenties to the seventies. He used
a subjective impressionistic interpretation of that image in terms
of its positive or negative impact.
About these five decades, Zellhofer came to these conclusions:
The novel Treadmill (Simpson, 1929) described the professional
problems of the high school teacher as one of low salaries,
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community pressures for conformity and moral standards, and
administrative repression of the teacher in the classroom. The
Presence of Everett Marsh (Wood, 1937) was the only novel to depict
a positive image of the teacher. Yet, in general novels of the
1930s saw the demands of the community as a significant factor in
warping the personal lives of high school teachers. But, Zellhofer
found that "thwarted desires and sexual frustration haunted
teachers who could not conform to the role that the community
assigned them" (p.84). This problem, plus the low salaries paid to
teachers at that time, was confirmed by non-fictional sources.
In the decade of the 1940s, the most positive depiction of
teachers is discovered in The Hickory Stick (Scott, 1948) although
teaching in the high schools was still financially unrewarding.
While few fictional high school faculties had outstanding teachers,
the educational problems of teaching were voiced but did not "ring
true". The 1950s produced four novels which portrayed the high
school teacher as a major character with a positive image. The
Blackboard Jungle (Hunter, 1954), Teacher Lady (Morgan, 1952),
Strike Heaven on the Face (Calitri, 1958) and Betrayal (Tigue,
1959), collectively depicted the high school teacher as unprepared
to cope with social changes taking place. Students often displayed
defiant disregard for both education and the school causing
teachers to contend with the fear, incompetence and cynicism of
their colleagues. By the 1960s UP the Down Staircase (Kaufman,
1964) ,ThePrincipal

(Siegel ,1963) ,Mr.Gallion's School

(Stuart,1967),
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and The Tight White Collar (Metalious, 1960), reflected a common
but positive stereotype. In all of the novels, teachers alluded to
the political, social, economic and administrative conditions that
shaped their attitudes. The common grievances running through these
novels indicated that pressures on teachers to conform to community
norms, financial insecurity and administrative repression often
warped their lives. Frustrated by school officials who were
intimidating, cowardly, and incompetent, Zellhofer was surprised
that high school teachers taught successsfully under these
demoralizing conditions.
Although these problems caused novelists to face up to the
value conflicts over education, Zellhofer's thesis did not attempt
to cover the curriculum nor the methods used to teach various
subjects. In most novels, the schoolroom became a setting for
social and political conflict. Drama was served more than
educational objectives. In addition, Zellhofer became ambiguous by
using terms like "positive" or "negative" impact. How does that
relate to teacher/student interaction, curriculum growth or change
or the student's personal relationship to public schooling?
Zellhofer may have fulfilled his goal describing the "trouble
with schools" in the American sense, but his selection of novels
did not really enter into the debate over the "reproduction" of a
cultural tradition or the "reconstruction" and transformation of
the educational system.
Mary Adams Crume (1988) examined the images of teachers in
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novels and films written or filmed during the 1980s employing the
structured techniques of content analysis. In using this socialscientific research technique, Crume investigated the content of
films and novels as a deeper reflection of underlying messages and
meanings. This technique permitted her to avoid making any prior
assumptions as to the artistic merit, quality of expression, the
medium's entertainment value, or the status of the work in the
culture. Crume's study accepted the notion that media, especially
literature and film, have the capabilities to portray and transmit
cultural beliefs, values and attitudes. However, she argued the
case that the fictional treatment of teachers in our society, those
representations and images of teachers in literature and film, have
adversely influenced adolescents and adults and their perceptions
of the teaching profession but to what extend is left unanswered.
Crume examined 29 novels and 28 films, many based upon film
adaptations of those novels. Both the novels and related films were
published or released from 1980 to April 1987. Each narrative
portrayed high school teachers playing significant roles in the
lives of the teenage students. Her goal was to determine whether
the roles undertaken by the high school teachers in the narratives
were primarily positive or negative, realistic or stereotypical,
hostile or sympathetic. Her study attempted to compare the selected
novels and films with similar fictional narratives from past
decades.
A number of reasons cited by Crume for undertaking her study.
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Foremost is the cultural expectations and beliefs concerning the
role of the teacher and formal education in society. She argued
that the media, mostly novels and fictional films, are responsible
for depicting schools and the teachers in unflattering and negative
ways, influencing the teachers' sense of self- esteem and worth in
the society. Moreover, novels and films are powerful creators and
manipulators of teacher-images which produce unfavourable
representations that may directly contribute "to public apathy
concerning the problems teachers and schools face and to an antiintellectual climate detrimental to education" (p.2).
Crume advanced the notion that teacher self-development can
proceed when teachers know how they are perceived by others. Her
increasing concern about the image of teachers in narrative
fictions is based on the relative status it is given in society.
When teachers can defend and correct to some extent this teacherimage, Crume claimed that this information would bolster the
profession and help attract talented and qualified persons.
To support her argument, Crume cited Ian C. Jarvie (1970) who
asserted that certain aspects of film make this visual medium more
forceful than literature in exerting influence over its viewers.
This is particularly true when existing belief systems and
knowledge are not well formed and societal values are changing.
Film can offer moral, social and political arguments, and within
this context, convey truths as well as propaganda in accord with
the narrative. Yet, her study did not indicate or cite occasions
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when this had occurred. This "dark side" that resides in film
representations of teachers usually is complemented by a more
positive vision in the majority of works examined. However, she
was aware that the danger of film and literature arose when the
images and representations were overwhelmingly stereotypical and
negative.
There were five major research questions employed by Crume in
her study. The first question concerned the prominence of a
teacher's fictional role in films for adolescents - was it a major
role or minor one? The second question explored the images of the
teacher. Her content categories included the teacher as a scholar,
an idealist, a love object, as a victim, as an adversary or
villain, as a clown or buffoon, or as an immoralist. Her third
question dealt with the demographics, physical attributes and
personal life. The fourth dealt with student attitudes towards
teachers, schools, and education in general. The last question,
divided into a number of categories, related to the working
environment of the teacher, the relationships with students,
colleagues and administrators and sources of teacher satisfaction
and dissatisfaction.
Crume concluded her study by finding that novelists and film
makers differed in the images of teachers they constructed. The
novelist was more inclined to present teachers with positive
images, usually as a friend/counsellor, while the filmmaker was
more likely to depict teachers with negative, usually stereotypical
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images, notably as the adversary/villain or the odd duck/buffoon.
Crume found that most stories minimized the academic function of
teachers and highlighted the school as a social setting or as a
battleground.
Conclusions
From this review of literature a number of significant
concepts concerning the image of a teacher in literature and film
become complementary and relevant to the question posed in this
study:"What is the image of a teacher as it is depicted in
narrative film"?
Ezor (1969) stated that the portrayal of major teachercharacters in the novels of his study illustrated a form of
teacher-image derived from the romantic idealism of what a teacher
ought to be. From this role-model, he believed teachers became
exceptional lecturers and mentors in stimulating student awareness
about themselves.
Oster (1972) found in his survey of Canadian novels a picture
of rural education and community life where the image of the
teacher was characterized by their romantic idealism and
creativity. In this regard, Oster cited many novels where the
teacher acted effectively as a mentor to nurture the intellectual
and artistic aspirations of young people. Teachers were portrayed
as seeing education better served through real-life experiences
rather than from formal schooling - a romantic-progressive policy
used in the film narrative of Why Shoot the Teacher?.
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Enger (1974) limited his study to novels that portrayed a
changing image of a teacher during the years of social unrest
between 1965 and 1971 in the United States. Using this critical
period, Enger drew upon the literature to argue that teachers
require an awareness of their roles as mediators and transmitters
of culture to defend themselves against various interest groups who
challenged the content of the curriculum and the teacher's position
inside the classroom. Not only was a self-image of a teacher
required but, as a new image of a teacher emerged, he claimed that
the novels reflected teachers whose moral values challenged
adherence and obedience to the bureaucracy of the school system.
A romantic-humanistic philosophy is cited with a future

orientation towards creating a "better world" where the individual
takes priority over outmoded traditions and customs of the past. As
"change agents", teachers were portrayed as romantically oriented
towards life-sustaining experiences in their struggle against lifedenying ones that appear in the traditional curriculum. Enger also
recommended futher studies on the image of a teacher as depicted in
motion pictures to encourage and renew the romantic spirit and
adventure in teaching.
Zellhofer (1980) was concerned with the persistent
stereotyping of teachers in American novels that create myths about
themselves and others. While he argued that these novels are a
valuable source of information about the social reality of schools
and the community, nevertheless there is a danger that these
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reflections and images of teachers, regardless of their accuracy,
can be carried in the minds of people "as if they were real".
Stereotyping helps standardize and compartmentalize people. Images
that fictionalize teachers in formula-driven dramas lead to
uncritical thinking and judgment of the teachers involved.
Crume (1988) provided the latest study on the image of
teachers in novels and narrative film. Her examination covered the
transmission of cultural beliefs and attitudes which she argued
directly influenced public perception of teachers and the teaching
profession. She discovered that these novels and films were
responsible for depicting schools and teachers in unflattering and
negative ways. The power of film to create and manipulate
stereotypical teacher-images led her to believe that they
contributed to an anti-intellectual climate detrimental to
education. In this regard, she also asked teachers to become aware
of how they were being perceived by others so they can defend and
correct their image.
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CHAPTER THREE
Historical Background on Curriculum Development and Change

^ I also wanted to indicate what I believe art's
unique place to be: that of guiding the individual to
a personal vision of the world, and of his place in it.
Contrary to theories held by some enemies of art,
such as Plato and his followers, art is not an imitation
of reality, neither of external reality nor the inner
reality of the unconscious. It is always a vision,
an attempt to express visibly what a particular age,
a particular society, a particular person has viewed as
the true nature and essence of reality, both the essence
of man and his relations to significant aspects of the world.
Bruno Bettelheim - Art: A Personal Vision - 1964
The beliefs of romantic-minded teachers are contained in the
visionary aspects of life as stated by Bettleheim in the above
paragraph. Film images of teachers also project a visionary aspect
of a particular age and a particular viewpoint. The six films
reviewed in this study portray different teachers in three distinct
historical periods during the 20th century. The purpose of this
chapter is to place in context the images of teachers depicted in
these film in relationship to non-fictional historical accounts and
records. This brief history indicates some of the educational
issues and theories, cultural issues, and causes of conflict which
arose within the traditional curriculum of those times.
When we study and write about "historical" films, usually
there exist some historical facts that set the action of the drama
in a period that is recognizable to the audience as "the past".
Thus, historical films are all fictionalized versions based upon
known records and documents of the past. It is the work of the
screenwriter and the director to supply the historical "details"
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necessary for the audience to become informed about the visual
iconographies and conventions that they will use. "Historical films
are all fictional", states Sorokin. Even when they are based upon
events of the past, film-makers usually take the liberty to
"reconstruct the past in a purely imaginative way" through the
combination of historical traditions and particular fictionalized
events in the film narrative (Sorokin, 1980, p.21).
Films, through their ability to present a life-like illusion
of the space/time continuum, become a "redemption of physical
reality" (Kracauer, 1960) but then are given interpretation and
meaning through point-of-view shots and editing to serve dramatic
ends. This narrative bias is very similar to the process of
interpretation of raw materials used by social and political
historians. However, there is a fundamental difference between
cinema and historical inquiry since the goals are quite different.
Films are an art form. The fictional stories and the depiction of
people involved with past events are communicated through visual
images and sound effects using specific camera techniques and
editing to control the narrative, emotional and ideational content
of the film. The interpretation of historical events in these
narratives are thus simply 'distorted' and 'manipulated' by the
director and screenwriter for a desired set of objectives within a
particular cultural construct (Sorlin, 1980, p.17).
Each of the six narrative films in this study reveal and
reflect the work of each director as he perceived the social and
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political issues within a particular "historical culture" that was
"reconstructed" on film. These are the basic issues faced by the
teacher-protagonist in search of a humanistic curriculum that
motivates children to learn and provides opportunities for growth
and discovery. In these films certain transformational ideas
concerning curriculum and teaching methodology appear in contrast
to the more transmissional ones they challenge. These ideas appear
to evolve from deep-seated beliefs by the respective teachers that
connect them to the humanist-progressive educational theories which
have already decided the question on what should be taught in
schools and who determines what knowledge is of most worth and why.
This study of six narrative films selected to represent an
image of a teacher as a romantic rebel have been paired according
to school level and placed within three different historical eras.
These eras are identified by the historical period, the country,
the curriculum content and the teacher/student interaction as
follows: First, the era of the Great Depression before the Second
World War, the late 1930s, in Canada and New Zealand. The focus is
on primary schools. Second, the post-Atomic era of the Cold War in
the late 1950s in Vermont, New England and London, England is
examined. The focus is on private pre-collegiate secondary schools.
Third, the post-Watergate era of the late 1970s and 1980s in Los
Angeles and New England comes under review. The focus is on innercity metropolitan high schools.
My research into each of these "historical" films has revealed
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two major contrasting curriculums and teaching styles. They could
be considered dramatically necessary in order to create the major
conflicts in each narrative. However they are basic to the
screenplay for the character development of the teacher as a
"romantic rebel". One curriculum is regulated by the traditional
conservative point-of-view towards education and presents the
discipline-centred approach to curriculum. The other is concerned
with the liberal-progressive point-of-view of education and
presents the child-centred approach towards the curriculum. Both
approaches are concerned with the education of students and their
future roles as adult citizens in a democratic society.

Group One - Research into primary schools of the 1930s
The first pairing of films involves young teachers assigned to
primary schools in one-room schoolhouses during the Great
Depression days in the late 1930s. The action takes place in two
separate English-speaking countries, New Zealand for Sylvia and
Canada for Whv Shoot the Teacher? Both were British colonies during
the 19th century and the educational system had been strongly
influenced by the English curriculum. In the 20th century, strong
cultural bonds continued between England and these two independent
nations. Most textbooks that supported the curriculum were
inherited from Britain during the latter part of the 19th century
for both patriotic and moral purposes. In Canada, Ryerson imported
Irish Readers that also were used in Australia and New Zealand that
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"had a pan-imperial appeal without being stridently nationalistic"
(Tomkins, 1986, p.67)
The New Zealand film is titled Sylvia (1985). It was directed
by Colin Firth. The filmscript is based upon two autobiographical
books Teacher and I Passed This Way, written by Sylvia AshtonWarner, the noted educational author. The film depicts the
struggles of a young primary schoolteacher who returns to teaching
after her recovery from a mental break-down. Her assignment is to
teach the basics of reading and writing to Maori children in a
remote colonial school in New Zealand. Driven by her own "inner
vision" and creative spirit, she develops progressive teaching
methods to encourage these children learn to read.
Art In Schools: The New Zealand Experience, published by the
New Zealand Department of Education in 1978, devotes its first
chapter to the development of curriculum in primary schools
throughout the nation. The introduction states that "to write about
ways of teaching arts simply formalises an activity that should be
informal, individual, and creatively independent". "Art teachers
distrust 'how-to-do-it' books, and the recipe approach." The
Department of Education thus "maintained a policy of encouraging
art teachers to design their own programmes to meet local needs"
(P.10). The basic aim of education is to encourage teachers "to
explore ways of helping people discover themselves and their world
through the agency of art" (p. 11). This is exactly the theme of
the film Sylvia.
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In July 1937, The New Education Fellowship, an educational
organization set up to propagate new American progressive ideas for
educators (Cremin, 1988), held its international conference in
Australia. It also sent a delegation of educators to New Zealand
including Arthur Lismer, a Canadian painter, and Dr. Paul Dengler,
a disciple of Franz Cizek, who pioneered child art in Vienna. The
primary schools were closed and six thousand teachers enrolled to
hear these two men give a new direction to primary school education
in New Zealand.
According to the report given in Art In Schools, Lismer
advanced a revolutionary theory that art should have a central
place in the curriculum for all children: that it should not be
viewed or considered as "stuffy Victorian sentimentality", but
should be recognized as vital to education because it provided the
child with a picture of himself and his environment which led to
the discovery of one's own identity. (Art in Schools, p.14).
It is likely that Sylvia Ashton-Warner was one of those
teachers who became involved with this progressive notion of Art in
Schools. Following the abolition of the proficiency exam in 1936,
the then Minister of Education, Peter Fraser, opened the door to
programmes that were as "rich and varied as the needs and abilities
of the children that enter them" (Art in Schools, p.15).
Before 1937, the main object of art education was quite
different from that espoused by Lismer and Dengler. Chiefly it
followed a graded course of instruction that began in the primary
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grades and continued through the grammar school grades. It was
based upon the work of David Blair, David Con Hutton and other
British professional drawing masters who emigrated to New Zealand
in the 1870s and 1880s. They implemented the powerful South
Kensington approach to "industrial drawing".
A similar syllabus to that used in Britain was introduced in
1885 in New Zealand which had nothing to do with childhood
expression but with the development of hand and eye coordination
linked to a technical understanding of geometrical forms (Art In
Schools, p.15).
The New Zealand Council for Educational Research, set up in
1933, published the proceedings of a conference held in September
1961 on the need for research in the education of Maori Children.
As reported by Gabrielle M. Maxwell, the aim of the conference was
"to draw up a programme to guide teachers to improve the schooling
of Maori children" (p.1). The research centred on classroom
practices, language and thought, and the development of attitudes
and values in dealing with the Maori culture within the English
culture. Although this transcript was written in 1962, it covers
the same educational territory with the same educational problems
that beset Sylvia (Mrs. Henderson) in the remote Maori school in
the late 1930s. Yet nowhere are her accounts of teaching methods
mentioned as a way of recognizing the "scholastic backwardness" and
"pattern of retardation" that appeared to exist during her return
to teaching in a remote colonial school in the late 1930s.
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As Ashton-Warner stated in her book Teacher, "the Maori
language is important to many Maori because as a language it is a
means of defining the identity of its people" (p. 30). The
recognition of their language and cultural heritage, its contact
with English since the time of Cook's discovery of the Polynesian
islands in the 18th century, re-enforces the notion that Maori
children value belonging to a group which maintains a sense of
personal identity. Further comparisons with this study and the work
of Ashton-Warner will be made with the review of Sylvia.
Sylvia's discovery of culturally-related Maori materials
helped her overcome the frustrations she experienced in teaching
reading from the English reader, Janet and John, to Maori children
who could not comprehend these words. The English words were like
strangers from another world. The children showed no cultural or
instinctive connection to them. When she linked her drawings with
English words which contained a power content, Sylvia helped the
children make emotional connections and thus find some personal
significance in the words. Then the students eagerly wanted to
possess those words/images that acted as ideas to directly express
a way of conceiving the world. The selected "first" words also
were personally attached to each individual student and assisted
personal achievement and self-worth (Ashton-Warner, 1963).
During the same period as Sylvia in New Zealand, Canadian
teachers faced similar problems in bringing public education to
remote rural areas. During the 1930s teachers were recruited from
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eastern Normal Schools to work in the western provinces of Alberta
and Saskatchewan. They faced hardships due to poor economic growth
and unsuitable conditions for farming. Some one-room rural
schoolhouses were built to accommodate farm children of widely
different ages from "an undifferentiated academic curriculum of
instruction" (Tomkins, 1986, p. 166).
A Canadian film, Why Shoot the Teacher? (1982), directed by
Silvio Narizzano, reconstructs this historical period in great
detail. The filmscript is based upon an autobiographical novel by
Max Braithwaite. The narrative depicts the experiences of a new
school teacher, fresh out of a Normal School in Ontario, who
accepted a position in a small farming community in rural
Saskatchewan during the 1930s. Like Sylvia, this teacher had to
overcome loneliness, poverty conditions and bureaucratic school
officials in order to understand the cultural beliefs and values of
his students and the kinds of learning materials they required that
would serve to enrich their lives.
In the Annual Report of the Department of Education of the
Province of Saskatchewan for 1937 there were 204,871 pupils enroled
in schools under the School Act. Of that number, 125,287 were in
rural school districts. A.B. Ross, Director of Curricula, writes in
his 1936 report that the aims of education must give "greater
emphasis of the social development of children" (p.28) and to that
effect "the centre of interest must be the child not the subject".
(p. 28). In curriculum revision, Ross noted, in a curriculum guide
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first issued in 1931, that two new courses for grades VII and VIII
were introduced, namely agriculture and nature science and shop
mechanics. The objective was to develop the "right attitudes" and
to solve problems using the scientific method concerning the skill
and knowledge to control the environment. Shop mechanics was added
to the curriculum to give pupils an introduction into the nature of
"industrial life". But in the Annual Report of 1936, Ross wrote
that "The important thing is the training of the child's initiative
and imagination" (p. 27), adopting the creed of the "progressive"
educators. The irony of this situation was that most schools lacked
the basic tools and equipment to give instruction in those areas.
In the Annual Report of 1937, G. B. Stillwell, supervisor of
teacher training, wrote that for the past several years the job of
administering and organizing inspections was severely complicated
"by drought conditions and by the shifting of population" (p. 28).
He followed these comments with efforts by inspectors to bolster
the spirit and determination of teachers that "carry on in
conditions far from ideal". Then he listed the difficulties facing
the rural teacher: "heavy enrolments and overcrowding, scarcity of
texts and library books, scarcity of equipment, inexperience,
unsatisfactory arrangements for board and room, and isolation from
other educational workers" (p.28). Nevertheless he concluded that
despite the extent of the handicaps - more likely severe hardships
endured considering the weather condition - "the schools were doing
remarkably well" (Saskatchewan Annual Report, 1937)
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Stillwell also stressed the fact that inspectors "promoted
efficiency in English, the social sciences, music and art" (p.28).
Adding to this, he indicates that 'activity methods of teaching'
were taking place in some of the schools. This curriculum change
is depicted in the film Whv Shoot the Teacher? but the character of
the inspector is hostile to classroom projects and takes on a
traditional-authoritative position calling rote memory into play.
Underneath all the optimism of this report was the fact that
during 1937 crop failures continued and the prospects for the 1938
crop were damaged greatly by rust and grasshoppers. This resulted
in large number of school districts being unable to collect taxes.
But nearly 500 schools were kept in operation due to sacrifices of
trustees and teachers. (Saskatchewan Annual Report, 1937)
Tomkins (1986) mentions that the beginnings of curriculum
revision began in Alberta during the 1930s, but it was cautious,
sporadic and experimental. Tomkins attributes the New Education
thrust of the progressives to a growing resentment by teachers and
the public over the domination of curriculum through textbooks
published in eastern Canada, meaning Toronto, Ontario. This
attitude followed the efforts of Saskatchewan's Foght Report of
1918 to incorporate American expertise in progressive education as
developed by W.H.Kilpatrick, a Teachers College colleague of John
Dewey at Columbia University. His innovative "project method"
united the behavioral positive reinforcement ideas of Thorndike
with activity projects related to children's interests.
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Kilpatrick's theory of education was based upon the attitude
of learners towards their work which decided if a project became a
given task accepted by the child or if a project was an exercise
set forth and imposed by the teacher. Kilpatrick held the belief
that the project method was directed by "purposeful activity" on
the part of the student (Tomkins, 1986, p.190).
Cremin (1988) mentions the appearance of a yearbook called The

Educational Frontier (1933) under the editorship of Kilpatrick with
contributing essays by Dewey, Childs and Raup of Teachers College.
These authors "pointed out the disjunction between the corporatism
of the material world wrought by science and technology and the
individualism of the moral world inherited from an older agrarian
society." It is possible that such a journal reached many normal
schools in Canada, especially in Toronto, and that its program
calling for teachers "to take a lead in planning a social and
economic reconstruction of society" influenced many young teachers
caught with a sense of passion during a time of crisis brought
about by the Great Depression (Cremin, 1988, pp.189-190).
Opposition to the "Frontier Thinkers" in the 1930s was raised
by the critical voice of the president of the University of
Chicago, Robert M. Hutchins. He argued in his 1936 book, The

Higher Learning in America, against the growing "sentimental
humanitarianism" of American education. Instead, he proposed a case
for "a general schooling of all people rooted in the classic
disciplines of grammar, rhetoric, logic and mathematics and the
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careful study of the great books of the Western world." He took a
strong stance against educational programs that adopted transitory
agendas to satisfy local needs with one that embraced "traditional
studies and the perennial truths" (Cremin, 1988,p.193).

Group Two - Research into private high school of the 1950s
The second pairing of films selected for study involves
teachers and students contesting the aims of education and the
curriculum in two similarly structured non-Catholic private high
schools. One is located outside of London, England. The film is
titled IF.... The second film is located in Vermont, New England
and it is titled Dead Poets Society.
Peter Weir's Dead Poets Society, (1989), starring Robin
Williams, is a coming-of-age film which takes place in an all-male
private school called Welton Academy in 1959. The film concerns
seven teenagers who come under the "influence" of the new English
teacher (Williams). He encourages his students to "seize the day"
and to live life to the fullest. However well-intentioned, the new
English teacher's radical program for self-discovery and liberation
runs afoul of the traditional curriculum and teaching practices.
The film is set in the Arcadian woods of New England. The
viewer can understand how private schools in those days easily
erected a wall of collective security and isolation to close out
the real world, and live according to the traditions of the past.
In 1959, the Eisenhower administration was coming to a close, and
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America and Western Europe "enjoyed prosperity". According to
economist J.K. Galbraith, the 1950s were the decade of affluence.
His book, The Affluent Society, argued that the advanced industrial
countries had mastered the production of goods. As the problem of
wealth and prosperity emerged at the end of this period,
inequalities in the schools of America had become a veritable
nightmare as the Civil Rights movement led by Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. for de-segregation brought blacks and whites into battle.
If the problem facing America was a political one then how
could this new found wealth be shared? How could it be distributed
equitably within American society? (Johnson,1983,p.613). With the
election of Kennedy in 1960, both the Cuban crisis and the Space
Race became the primary commitments of American wealth and power.
Yet the political problems of racial integration and equality that
beset America challenged the basic notion of the function of public
schools in the country. According to Cremin (1988), public schools
"prided themselves on being "common" schools, schools that enrolled
children of all races, classes, religions, and ethnic backgrounds
and that in the process continually honored and renewed the
American commitment to democracy" (Cremin,1988,p.551).
The private non-sectarian boarding school of Welton, as
depicted in Dead Poets Society, was based upon an elitist tradition
supported by an affluent clientele. Both shared a common social and
political background. Yet Cremin believed that the curriculum and
the textbooks used were more like "the public high school stressing
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science and mathematics in the Northeast". Whatever subtle class
distinctions existed, the private school even more so than the
public school generally ignored the broader social context of
racial equality. They maintained a traditional academic curriculum
rounded out with outdoor sporting activities such as soccer,
rowing, and football. Further research into the educational
performances of the non-sectarian private school has been
undertaken by James Coleman and his colleagues in High School
Achievement: Public, Catholic and Private Schools.^Coleman's
comparison of private to public schools ^has revealed some not
unexpected findings. As stated by Denis P. Doyle, in his essay on
the "Future of Private Schooling in America", Coleman and his
colleagues found out "some schools are better than others, that
frequently the better schools are private schools, and that if
money is no object, many more children would attend private schools
than do so now" (Bunzel, 1985, p.157).
While such commonsense may prevail, IF... directed by Lindsay
Anderson, counters beliefs of this kind. This film is a black
comedy about a repressive upper-class boys school in England. As
a political allegory, the film reflects the revolt against a code
of behavior in a school where tradition and authority rule. We
understand the school "as a microcosm - where the educational
system is such an exact image of the social system."
In 1957, Anderson wrote:
"Obviously the greatest single factor in keeping England
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a classbound society is the fact that education is
conducted along lines dictated by considerations of
class. If you want to move towards a classless society,
reorganize education...the public schools remain, as part
of a system of rewards. If you are successful, i.e. make
money, one of the ways in which your success is rewarded
is the power to send your children to expensive schools,
where they will receive...the unalterable marks of
member-ship of the governing class. Who am I to interfere
with anything so deep-rooted?" (Maschler, 1957, p.149).
Most of the school boys in IF... are obsessed with selfimages, for they are denied any recognition of their own
imagination. They realize that they are in a 'cloning' operation,
a rather efficient method of replicating little standard bearers
for God and Country. The revolt of Mick and his friends is one that
becomes an overt quest for individuality in the midst of sameness
and conformity (Graham,1981,p.101).
The Education Act of 1944 - the famous 'Butler Act' - "became
the foundation stone of the tripartite system of grammar, technical
and secondary modern schools in England. It also denotes the
beginning of the modern era of curriculum conflict in Britain
...because from this date forward curriculum conflict becomes more
visible, public and national" (Goodson, 1983, p.19). The Act
follows the Norwood Report of 1943 which designates three distinct
views of curriculum according to certain notions of education that
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would be appropriate for different groups of pupils.
The first view is the traditional subject-based curriculum for
pupils associated with the Grammar School, where education is the
transmission of a cultural heritage, and "for pupils who care to
know how things came to be as well as how they are"
(Goodson,1983,p.18). These pupils will enter "the learned
professions" or take up higher administrative posts. This is the
academic tradition. The second view is the initiation of pupils
into worthwhile ways of thinking and doing, i.e., into the fields
of applied science or applied art where the curriculum would be
carried out by technical or vocational schools. This is the
utilitarian tradition. The third view is allied to the progressive
movement, being more interested in facilitating the growth of the
individual. This would emphasize studies where a "direct appeal to
the interests of the pupil would be awakened by practical touch
with affairs" (Goodson, 1983,p.19). These three views of curricula,
the occupational destinies and social classes of the pupils and the
different schools to carry out these directives were confirmed in
the Education Act of 1944 (Goodson, 1983, p.19).
The tensions that arose in the English education system among
these three views were addressed by curriculum reformers in 1972,
by Marten Shipman and others, because of the fears that any
curriculum reform would be a means to sustain the old divisions of
a class system and a "Curriculum for Inequality". His essay clearly
outlines the "unintended consequences of curriculum development".
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One tradition emphasizes a pool of factual knowledge that is tied
to the academic mode of instruction with the teacher as the prime
agent of instruction and authority. The other tradition emerges
from American sources that rejects formal teaching methods and is
experimental, aligning the school work to the environment of the
children. In this tradition, learning is facilitated by teacher's
insight and care (Shipman, 1971, pp.101-2).
It is interesting to note that "curriculum retrenchment" in
the United States during the late 1950s was spurred on by federal
funding for improvement in instruction for the sciences and
languages under the National Defense Education Act, mainly for "the
training of skilled technicians in fields deemed necessary for
national defense". This response to the Cold War and the need to
keep up with the Soviet space and arms program gave priority to
science and mathematics and most likely created the conference at
Woods Hole where Bruner and his colleagues designed the disciplinebased curriculum described in The Process of Education in 1960
(Tanner and Tanner, 1980, p. 520).

Group Three - Research in inner-city high schools in the late 1970s
and 1980s in Los Angeles and New England
Teachers,(1984) is a comedy/melodrama directed by Arthur
Hiller and starring Nick Nolte and JoBeth Williams. In a policed
inner-city high school, a lawsuit, brought on behalf of the parents
of a former student, becomes the catalyst to bring the principal,
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the unions and the teachers into political turmoil. Though a
satirical view of themselves, most teachers and students enact
stereotypical roles trapped by bureaucratic school administrators.
In this drama. the educational advantages of public schooling for
many young students are seriously questioned in an understaffed and
overcrowded high school.
Stand and Deliver (1988) is based on a true story of a Los
Angeles mathematics teacher, Jaime Escalante, whose unorthodox
teaching methods guided poor Hispanic students to achieve high
academic standards on advanced placement calculus exams. Because
of the unusually high scores, ETS testers suspect cheating, forcing
the students to re-take the test to prove their abilities.
Films like Teachers and Stand and Deliver dramatize how a vast
majority of urban American children attend the same public school
buildings together despite various class, ethno-religious and
racial backgrounds, and regardless of the variety of modes of
formal and informal tracking segregated them from one another
during major parts of the day. In these larger inner-city high
schools, "the students tended to segregate themselves informally
according to ascriptive social criteria or vocational aspirations"
(Cremin, 1988, p. 645).
The comprehensive high school was diversified to allow students
access to a broad range of academic, vocational and cultural
opportunities. However, only those students who knew how to take
advantage of them were rewarded. In Stand and Deliver educational
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opportunities are stressed but at the same time student goals had
to be supported by family expectations to take advantage of them.
Permeating this educational system in the United States was
the notion of assessment and accountability, driven by the Federal
Government and National Assessment of Educational Progress where
quantitative values and managerial techniques were employed "to
maximize the ratio of quantifiable outputs to inputs" (Tanner and
Tanner,1980,p.731). But more important was the "hidden curriculum"
taught through the newspapers and over television which belied the
faith and trust people had in authority and government. The
Watergate investigation assessed the role of President Nixon and
his cover-up of illegal wiretaps. The impact of this television
investigation on the issue of trust placed in elected officials
definitely filtered down into the screenplays of these two films.
This cultural context of the 1970s, for both Stand and Deliver
and

Teachers, becomes the thematic reality faced in the films by

teachers involved with issues of integrity and trust at the school
level. Together with what Cremin describes as the "popularization"
and "multitudinousness" of educational institutions available to
the American student, there developed a third factor to add a
different character to the nature of schooling, namely
"politicization", the increased use of education for social and
political ends. In this way, the early Progressive Education
debates of the 1930s came under discussion once again.
When John Dewey's colleague George S. Counts asked in 1932,
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"Dare the school build a new social order?" Dewey knew at that
time that schools could certainly join political forces with
society at large to attempt "a new social order". As early as 1916
Dewey elaborated his ideas about the educational requirements for
students reared in an industrial and post-industrial society.
Cremin informs us that Dewey claimed "schooling must be viewed as
a reformist device not only to teach youngsters to think clearly
and independently but to understand the essential character of the
new industrial society" (Cremin, 1988, p.650).
Cremin also points out that during the 1970s, "Deweyan
rhetoric about the schools allying themselves with the forces of
reform was indicative of a widening effort on the part of various
interest groups in local communities ...to harness the schools to
some view, in Aristotle's phrase, of "the good life". The results
of "interested groups" was the influx of extra-curriculum materials
that advanced their viewpoint about a range of issues, on
conservation, on nuclear energy, on foreign imports, on abortion,
on race relations, and on morality. So that education in the 1970s
and 1980s became an arena for all forms of "didacticism" where the
freedom to study and learn were replaced by efforts of these
"interest groups" to indoctrinate students for social, political or
religious purposes (Cremin, 1988, p 651).
Both films mentioned strongly illuminated these issues but
also reveal common values of a "Christian-Republican" society which
is attempting to help students continue their education on their
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own. The films succeed because they are able to take students'
needs and interests as the basis for education: that the first
thing a teacher needs to do is to treat them as human beings, and
not as "delinquents" or "misfits" or "clowns", then the process of
learning can take place. In Teachers and Stand and Deliver, we see
the images of teachers as "romantic rebels" make committments to
students and their needs. As they demonstrate the art of teaching
viewers recognize the power trust and caring has in encouraging and
supporting the educational growth of students. That is the message
of the rebel teacher in Teachers. The schools were built for the
"kids" to help direct "the learning process" and not for the
purpose of exploitation by other interest groups.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Images of Teachers as Romantic Rebels: Films of the 1930s

Introduction to Why Shoot the Teacher? and Sylvia

Romanticism is based on a vision of a human potential. In
literature this future orientation allows one's imagination to seek
new worlds or to return to old ones to recapture a moment of
emotional intensity. Most Romantics believed that a recovery of
this past was a time of bliss and enchantment.
The two films reviewed in this chapter portray two young
school teachers coming to terms with the harshness of rural life
and the difficulties they encounter with students from a different
cultural world. The images of these teachers revel how they
introduce new teaching methods and establish certain patterns of
teacher-student relationships which inspire confidence and
enthusiasm in learning In each film narrative, we discover how
both teachers, as romantic rebels, reject the traditional
conformity-ridden conventions of school adminstrators while trying
to nurture the intellectual and artistic abilities in their
students. As culture bearers, these teachers show their students
how they can enrich their lives and liberate themselves.

Why Shoot the Teacher? (1982)

-

Directed by Silvio Narizzano

This film is based upon the romantic memories and recollections
of the author, Max Braithwaite, in recalling his first teaching
experiences in Willowgreen, Saskatchewan during the Dirty Thirties.
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Max Brown, his fictional name, is an adolescent dreamer, a Romantic
idealist fresh out of Normal School in Montreal. In the opening
scene at the railway station, we perceive a young man who believes,
as a new teacher, he can make a contribution to the world. As Max

says farewell to his family and friends, the viewer becomes aware
that Max is going to travel some 2000 miles to a small town in
Saskatchewan to pursue his ambitions as a school teacher. On his
arrival, Brown's romantic dreams are rudely shaken by the bitter
cold winds of a Depression-struck prairies and an impoverished
rural school district.
The autobiographical novel by Max Braithwaite was adapted to
the screen by James DeFelice and shot on location in Hanna,
Alberta. By contrasting the harsh realities of the prairies with
the innocent idealism of the new school teacher, the films captures
the comic ironies faced by Max Brown as he tries to survive his
first year of teaching in the absurd conditions of Willowgreen.
This rites-of-passage tale shows how he develops into a
romantic rebel, in his constant attempt to overcome the many
hardships, trials and ordeals of being a teacher. In these
struggles he is able to maintain his own sanity and his life as
well. By enduring his first winter in this unforgiving environment,
he earns the respect of his students and after his final argument
with the school inspector, he gains a measure of self-esteem as a
teacher in this small rural community of Saskatchewan.
From his first days as a teacher, as he learns the names and
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grades of the students inside the schoolhouse, he encounters many
different realities of rural life not conducive to teaching. While
he endeavors to encourage the young boys and girls in the lower
grades, he is confronted by the mischievousness of the older boys
in the school. Keeping in mind a respect for the idea of liberty,
and reluctant to impose rules or use coercive measures, he
tolerates the playfulness until the moment he discovers the wilful
destruction of a new encyclopedia by an older boy. Somewhat
shocked, Max forces a showdown In anger, he decides to use the
strap on Jake Stevenson, a ninth grade student."to show who is in
control". Afterwards, as the teacher, Max realizes what he had
done. He tries to finds some solace by freeing a mouse caught in
one of his traps. But Max knows he lost control as well as the
delivery of fresh water which Jake brought every day to school.
In the scenes depicting his relationships with his students,
Max tries to respect the contributions of each student, allowing
individual differences to flower while having them work on group
projects. His major area of expertise is English and Drama. His
interest in encouraging his students to think about the world from
another perspective is clearly shown when a scene from Shakespeare
is presented with a minimum of costumes and props to an audience of
younger students. One student realizes the universality of the
scene, and Max jokingly agrees with him by saying, without
hesitation, that "Shakespeare was from Saskatchewan".
The film depicts the characteristics of a good teacher as
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found in other Canadian novels of the prairies evaluated by Oster
(1972). Oster discovered in his study that "The good teacher is
invariably depicted as a warm, responsive person who...seeks to
understand the cultural milieu in which he has to operate; and he
respects the customs and beliefs of a community with different
social and cultural backgrounds" (p.164).
The director chose to photographed many scenes in Alberta with
a style verging on Surrealism. It helps present the harsh, cold
reality of this vast prairie landscape as a forbidding and dreamlike environment. He uses many long shots, usually taken to
introduce a sequence or to conclude one; Max or the students are
seen arriving at school alone or in small groups, silent and
isolated from each other. The other worldliness of the landscape
and its inhabitants struggling in the wintery cold underlines the
basic drama in the film. How can anyone, even a new teacher,
survive, in such a remote and isolated environment?
The basement of the one-room school house with its chemical
toilet and Quebec wood stove provide Max with a bed and small
kitchen. Max calls the living quarters "the black hole of
Calcutta", from which he dutifully appears each morning to meet his
class. The trap-door provides a comic entrance for Max and gives
the camera an opportunity to give the viewer a worm's eye view of
the classroom.
The viewer's first impression of the interior of the school
is presented by comically since Max has to rush to the basement to
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relieve himself. The camera set-up gives us a full shot of the
room, its desks lined up in rows facing a blackboard that runs the
width of the room. After the visit to the toilet, Max views his
basement suite, while his host explains why nobody wants to house
the teacher full-time. The camera set-up catches Max looking
stoically out of the basement window as he learns about tax credits
and the lowly regard the community has for the teacher. Underneath
this scene background music plays a mournful tune of solitude. The
film cuts to the empty schoolroom where the host holds out the
strap from the teacher's desk and slaps it over his hand. "Use the
strap", he advises Max, "show the kids who's boss". The film cuts
back to Max, now seated in the back row, saying, "I won't be
needing it". But he is warned " Get use to using it 'cause there
are some big kids in the class". The camera takes a close-up of the
man as he smashes the strap over his hand and cruelly laughs at the
idea. Then, it cuts to a close-up of Max, half smirking as he think
about this sadistic streak of his host. The next scene takes place
outside of the school as the man rides off leaving Max alone with
his trunk. The camera first follows the man as he disappears
across the vast countryside while Max yells to him of the
sacrifices he has made. Then we see a long shot of Max taking his
trunk in hand as the camera moves back and reveals the lonely
schoolhouse and figure dwarfed by the huge prairie landscape. This
sequence of shots visually sets up the drama and simultaneously
carries the basic theme of the film. We are now ready to see how
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Max will battle both the expectations of the community and the
natural elements of this strange environment to succeed as the new
schoolteacher.
The confinement and isolation from other human beings is
emphasized as Max becomes dependent upon contact with a number of
adults in the community. The most important but bitter-sweet
relationship occurs with the unexpected arrival of Alice Field, an
attractive young married woman whom Max rescues during a winter
storm. She was one of the parents who helped set up and clean the
basement room on his arrival. In this sequence, her overnight stay
with Max allows the director to contrast a desirable romantic
affair with the grim reality of a British war bride trying to
escape from the pains of another pregnancy and the chores of
motherhood. Max desperately wants to take advantage of this
unusual turn of events. At first, the reading of a play by Noel
Coward on the infidelities of marriage life brings them into
intimate relations but Alice discourages Max from further sexual
intimacies perhaps because of her fear that her husband would bring
unknown harm to Max.
Other conflicts between parents and Max arise due to his
concern for his student's health and welfare. At a lunchtime
break, he decides to share his lunch with a few students obviously
in need of a more substantial meal. Later on, at a community dance
held in the schoolhouse, the father of these students tells the
teacher what his job really is, namely to "put stuff into their
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heads" while it is my job "to put stuff on the table to fill their
bellies". But if he does overstep his bounds as a teacher, in other
scenes he fights for his idea of liberty and freedom of choice.
While he knows he has little control over his working
conditions, salary, and sources of food, a serious conflict arises
when the schoolboard chairman, Mr. Bishop, set conditions on his
participation in a political rally for a "socialist party", "those
radicals who always want to change things". But Max Brown shows
his determination not to be told what he can and cannot do. Once
Mr. Bishop tells him he cannot speak , Max stands up for his rights
to say what he wants to say. "Isn't this a democracy"? When Mr.
Bishop says yes it is, Max leaves to find Harris to agree to speak
at the "socialist" meeting. He quickly forms in his mind a speech
about the conditions of poverty in the midst of plenty and the need
to improve the state of the poorly equipped schools.
At the end of the school year, a final confrontation occurs
between the teacher and the school inspector. While waiting for his
arrival, the children seize the opportunity to hunt for gopher
tails. This causes them to forget all about the impending
inspection. When Inspector Woods cannot draw out the desired
answers to his questions, he asks Brown for his daily journal.
Brown responds that he is too busy preparing lessons for the ten
grades in the school. Inspector Woods then unwisely pokes his nose
into the teacher's desk to discover the pile of gopher tails the
students have just collected. As Max tries to explain to the
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inspector, a running debate ensues wherein Inspector Woods states
that Max is not fit to teach children and that he has never
witnessed such a badly taught class. Furthermore, the inspector
states that he will not recommend Max Brown to the board to
continue as the teacher.
At this moment, Max rebels against the traditional dogma of
the inspector and clashes with him over his methods. The school
inspector argues that textbook knowledge should be memorized by the
students but Max counters that the textbooks published in Ontario
have nothing in them about rural life to help the students learn
about their own environment and themselves. Max Brown, as the
teacher, advocates an education that "opens the minds of the
students -- one to stimulate intellectual curiosity". Moreover,
Max implies that this kind of education must develop knowledge and
skills which transform student interests and talents into
worthwhile social and economic capabilities.
This final battle wins the respect of Jake, the older student
and re-enforces the image of this teacher as one will fight for the
the welfare of his students. Also the scene reflects the major
teaching strategy employed by the teacher. Throughout the drama we
have seen the teacher in control of what was taught and how he
implemented the basic curriculum. So, while Max, as the new
teacher is perceived as powerless regarding salary and living
space, he is shown in many scenes as quite strong in arguing first
with Mr. Bishop for his political rights and then with Inspector
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Brown with regard to the basic curriculum, means of instruction,
pupil behaviour and communication to the parents.
Max Brown's romantic idealism in teaching is tested throughout
this film narrative. While he does express deep doubts about his
situation, the image of a teacher the viewer perceives is one who
desires an educational program devoted to the interests of the
child and much closer to what is happening in the outside world.
The teacher also demonstrates that learning is not a mechanical
process but of active engagement of the student through a variety
of activities to develop skills which helps the child gain a sense
of self-worth. As viewers, we believe Max will return for another
year of teaching to share his rebellious nature with his students
to further enrich their lives. The outcome is positive.

Sylvia (1985), Directed by Michael Firth

As a teacher and writer, Sylvia Ashton-Warner exemplied a

modern-day Romantic, a person possessed by a creative inner vision.
The film biography, titled Sylvia, is based upon two autobiographies, Teacher and I Passed This Way. In the preface to the
film, Ms. Ashton-Warner speaks to many a gifted woman who had to
deal with the creative side of her make-up while searching for her
own individuality through creative work. In recognition of this
distinct "other self", she states that she "does not wish to be
just a plaything of fate, or a toy, but a liberated woman free to
choose her own encounters in life".
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Ms. Ashton-Warner's romantic attitude and determination to
choose her own destiny becomes the central theme of this engaging
film portrait of her struggles as a young primary school-teacher.
Her personal demons or "monsters" that drive her creative
sensibilities have already caused an emotional burn-out. First, she
is seen traveling to a remote colonial village in New Zealand with
her husband, Mr. Henderson, and her three children to continue her
career as a teacher and artist after a full recovery. On arrival,
Mr. Gullen, the school superintendent, advises Sylvia that "the
system is imperfect but it works". Then, knowing her previous
school history, Mr Gullen states that "its your scaffolding; you'll
exhaust yourself if you try to build without it".
The film narrative takes place during the first year of the
Second World War, where the dominant Western European culture
imposes its values and beliefs upon the native people of New
Zealand. The underlying assumption is that the native Maori culture
is perceived by the English residents as "exotic" and "pagan", and
not deemed worthy of intellectual or social recognition. As an
ethnic minority, the Maori people were being colonized or
"Westernized" culturally by the English school system. Thus, the
Maori people were considered as social and economic liabilities for
the white Europeans.
Sylvia's major assignment is to teach reading and writing to
the Maori children. She attempts to supplant the preceding
military tone and regimentation already established by previous
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school masters with a more informal, individual and communicative
atmostphere. However she quickly discovers that she is trapped by
reading material that is foreign to the native Maori children.
But, as Sylvia instinctively rejects the situation she finds
herself in, she is not quite sure about how to replace the reader
with other appropriate learning materials.
Sylvia tells her husband, the headmaster of the school, this
state of affairs. The reading disabilities of her young students
are directly connected to the Janet and John reader, an English
textbook about white youngsters "revoltingly nice to each other".
Sylvia realized that this reader was a means towards "cultural
imperialism" and that having Maori children learn those words and
those behavioural patterns was outright "cultural bullying".
A chance event allows Sylvia and her husband to attend the
funeral for a young Maori child and witness their rich ceremonial
rituals. From this moment, Sylvia is drawn to the Maori culture and
their creative spirits. She turns her attention to the children and
their lifestyle and finds a complex and rich pagan heritage little
resembling her English culture. Soom Sylvia begins to sketch the
children at home and at play to directly satisfy her own creative
"monster". (Quick cuts to an abandoned Maori mask laying in the
school yard are part of the foreshadowing in the film). But at this
point, Sylvia is pondering just how she can change her outmoded
teaching techniques and find a new perspective that allows her to
break away from the traditional school practices and continue to
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work freely and creatively as an artist and teacher.
In her own way, she apparently begins to follow the advice of
art educators, Lismer and Dengler, who visited New Zealand earlier
and lectured on a revolutionay theory on art education. They
suggested school teachers allow the artistic activities of a child
take a central place in primary school education. This theory
advocated that the artworks of a child provide each one with a
picture of him or herself within the child's own cultural
environment. Thus, this kind of artistic expression leads naturally
to the discovery and understanding of a child's own identity.
But before she learns how to introduce this theory in the
classroom, the film's requisite romance, begins when the Romantic
hero, Mr. Taylor, as the school inspector, arrives early one
morning on a motorbike. A few notes of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
on the piano by Sylvia brings the class to attention, Mr. Taylor
asks for the workbooks and other records of school achievements.
Realizing her vulnerable position, Sylvia confesses outright to not
believing in teacher's workbooks nor in the English reader. "What
is required surely", she cries out, "is somehow to reach these
children." As the school inspector is about to leave, Sylvia sits
down at the piano and accompanies the children as they sing the
ABC's. This performance catches Mr. Taylor, who turns and says,
"Someone once said a good teacher needs enormous spirit and a good
heart. I'm sure you'll discover a way".
With this encouragement, Sylvia discovers an abandoned
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cottage, and with her husband's blessings, seizes this opportunity
to begin her own creative work to satify her own demons. She finds
inspiration in the pagan world of the Maori, drawing and painting
the young children in their own environment. Later, in the
classroom, she begins a large-scale mural completely peopled by
Maori children and their culture artifacts. Her activities
culminate in salvaging the forgotten Maori totem mask now given new
powers atop a gateway to the school. For Sylvia, the artistic
experiences restore her life as the powerful Maori gods play their
part in giving Sylvia back her self-confidence as a school teacher.
Sylvia is able to ignite the creative energies of her students
by displaying her own artwork around the classroom, where the
subjects depicted are the students themselves. The students begin
to connect the images to their own culture, and Sylvia knowingly
helps them create their own learning materials. Under her guidance,
the students begin to connect words with these images, drawing upon
their own fantasies and emotions. Because the students eagerly want
to possess their own words and images, they become intensively
involved with English words and their own visual representations,
The next step is taken when the students begin writing their own
stories based on their own experiences. In this manner, Sylvia
helps each student realize their own identity by linking it with
their own creative work.
By using this method, Sylvia realizes that sex and violence
are primary subject-matter for these children. Their stories
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contain acts of destructiveness which express their instinctive
fears relating to authority and discipline. Bombs dropping, house
burnings and ghost stories fill their imaginations. These stories
become part of their creative freedom in grasping the ways of the
world. Sylvia further develops the curiosity of the children by
taking them outside the confines of the school. Here they make
direct contact with nature, exploring and discovering other forms
of life. The film intercuts a number of sequences where these
outdoor expeditions become the source material for the mural that
Sylvia is painting inside the classroom. When the camera zooms in
on the Maori mask after detailing various outdoor activities, the
film cuts to a closing set-up showing Sylvia completing the mural
with the image of the mask on the new school portal. This visual
sequence is striking because it combines both the narrative and the
thematic concepts of the film at the same time.
Sylvia's new learning materials captures the imagination of
Mr. Taylor, and he encourages Sylvia to present her new pedagogy
with her drawings and key vocabulary to Mr. Gullen. But when her
manuscript on new methods to teach literacy reaches Wellington, Mr.
Gullen immediately scuttles the reading scheme by saying that "the
department supplies the reading material". The coming confrontation
with Sylvia becomes apparent as Mr. Gullen agrees to look into the
matter and visit the school.
While Sylvia quests for educational recognition, the film also
continues to reveal the growing friendship with Mr. Taylor as well
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as with a local nurse. The romantic love affair with Mr Taylor
culminates when the Henderson's, the nurse and Mr. Taylor go on an
idyllic picnic into the primitive, shimmering forests and rivers of
the countryside. The natural sunlit landscape, captured by the
camera, assists the "hide and seek" ritual of love-making, and
reveals their romantic encounters in the forest. While temporarily
"lost in the woods" Sylvia is caught within her lover arms. "You
are the most passionate teacher I ever met." "I'm not a teacher...
I only supply the conditions".
Mr Gullen and his staff visit the school to witness Sylvia's
innovative teaching methods with native children. When Seven, one
of the Maori students, stands up and reads in Maori, Mr. Gullen
expresses astonishment, saying "What was that all about?" In her
defence, Sylvia explains that the first words children learn to
read are words of fear and sex. However, as she realizes that Mr.
Gullen and the other school officials are not impressed by her
unorthodox methods, she decides to attack the hidebound educational
curriculum imposed upon the native Maori people in New Zealand.
She states that "if you force an alien culture upon them, they
rebel - that's war, and we can stop war through understanding their
ways. When you alienate children they refuse to read, so naturally
they do badly in schools. They can't get jobs and they get into
trouble." However, in attempting to liberate the native students
from the tyranny of the curriculum and the causes of illiteracy,
Sylvia was not persuasive. Mr. Cullen flatly states to her that
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"The department supplies the reading"
For her rebellious attitude, she receives a grading of nil.
Upon reading her evaluation with Mr. Taylor, she rightly
understands that she is being punished for straying from the "old
ideas". Intent on making a complaint and to recover her manuscript
from Mr. Taylor, her school inspector, she returns to Wellington.
Upon her arrival at the school offices, she is given a bureaucratic
runaround by the school administrators including Mr. Cullen.
Unceremoniously, Sylvia is told by this official that her
manuscript was "accidently" burnt in an office clean-out. Further,
her grading hides the real point that she is totally unsuited to
teaching. In fact, her husband has been given a new posting as
headmaster in an urban school. This will remove her need to
struggle any further as a school teacher.
Her defeat is mirrored on the sad faces of the children when

she returns to the school. The young Maori students are seen
repeating orally the math tables without enthusiasm or interest.
The rote-method of learning has returned, led by a stern and severe
teacher with a disciplinary rod in hand, The viewer recognizes the
regimented and repressive educational system that Sylvia attempted
to replace. For now, she is powerless to say anything. She returns
to Wellington with her husband and children, knowing her attempts
in reaching children by learning about their culture and special
interest was a very successful.
Although this docu-drama is placed historically within the
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late 1930s, Sylvia was aware of the "cultural imperialism" or
"selective tradition" operating upon the educational curriculum at
that time. In the process of finding herself as an artist, she
discovered her own creativity as a teacher. Her inspiration came
from the power of the human imagination to encourage and develop
one's personality. She was also aware that the creative growth of
a child can be easily crushed or destroyed by a hostile school
environment and mechanical methods of teachings. In this regard,
she found herself by becoming a romantic rebel who wisely followed
her own "inner vision".
Sylvia addresses the political inequalities that still exist
within the dominant public school system. While the film pays
hommage to this teacher, it also is timely in presenting the
political obstacles that a romantic rebel like Sylvia faced
concerning replacing the "traditional curriculum" with the adoption
and implementation of a "new curriculum" which fosters a romantichumanist learning orientation.
In Why Shoot the Teacher, we witness an new school teacher
soon becoming a spokeman for student rights and an advocate for
change. While the film portrays this teacher overcoming
environmental conditions, it also suggests that a new image of a
teacher has emerged, one who is not afraid to take to task school
administrators and inspectors on the value of education for each
individual student in a classroom. In both films, the romantic idea
of freedom from the tyranny of conventions and rules prevails.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Images of Teachers as Romantic Rebels: Films of the 1950s

Introduction to IF...(1968) and Dead Poets Society (1989)

Jean Vigo's Zgro de conduite, produced in 1933, becomes the
implicit reference point for Lindsay Anderson's IF. .(1968). In
many ways, it is Vigo's remarkable perspective of rebellion at a
boys' boarding school, using surreal images of fantasy incorporated
within biting political satire on an upper-class boys school in
France, that makes this film a classic.
Vigo's Zgro de conduite has a different playful tone and
texture from that of IF... It is full of the spirit of youth
seeking ways to challenge and defy the authority of the repressive
school system and its teachers. Students are aided and abetted by
a new school teacher who treats the children with knowing sympathy
and respect. In a way, he has a Chaplinesque sense of anarchy that
indirectly favors the spirit of these children in their quest for
adventure, search for freedom from the tyranny of their teachers,
and a desire to have their daily lives reach the potency of their
dreams and fantasies.
In a series of anarchical and surreal dream sequences, Vigo
demonstrates the power of film to capture the mental processes of
dreaming as the students enact a rebellion in their sleeping
quarters which allows them to attain their own wish fulfilments to
engage in a free-for all. The film concludes with another dream
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sequence, planned by three of the students detained for misbehavior
by their head master, a narrow-minded dwarf who cannot tolerate
children. In this final assault on the teachers, the students
appear on the rooftops, hurling their books and sundry pots and
pans down upon an assortment of the Establishment gathered together
for Speech Day. Like a dream, these authority figures are seen
from the point-of-view of the children, acting out their pompous
roles in full regalia, while the rest of the group are painted
balloons that easily explode when struck by books and other
missiles. After completing their attack on the authorities the
boys fly away over the rooftops singing in triumph.
A subversive stance lies at the heart of IF.... Director
Anderson has transposed the entire framework of Vigo's masterpiece
as an act of hommage as well as a means of attacking the
Establishment and its educational system. His main character, Mick,
is the romantic rebel and the unofficial "teacher" of other young
upper-class boys at this traditional preparatory school. Together,
they battle the sadistic and repressive disciplinarians who seek to
crush and destroy their individualism and non-conformity in the
name of authority and tradition.
As an active member of the English Free Cinema movement of
protest over the social position of "ordinary people" during the
1950s, Anderson was engaged in personal statements through
documentary reportage. Associated film-makers included directors
Karel Reisz and Tony Richardson who "positioned themselves against
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the artificiality and stereotypes of Hollywood, which they saw as
conformist, in favor of a personal poetic observation of reality,
an affectionate look which respected its material enough to avoid
distortion" (Cook,1985 p.149). Anderson's view of a socially and
politically responsible cinema was combined with his argument that
a film-maker should make films which engage in statements that "act
as a commentary on contemporary society and should reflect the
commitment of the film-maker to certain "basic values" (p.148).
Politically, for Anderson, these value claims were posited in a
version of liberal humanism together with a Brechtian ideology
about the methods of production and audience involvement.

IF... (1968)

-

directed by Lindsay Anderson

IF... is Anderson's first attempt at a political allegory

based upon his own memories of his English private school. By
incorporating the surrealist film techniques of Vigo as well as the
Brechtian techniques of "distantiation", he is able to disengage
the viewer from the harsh realities of this educational system
while carefully advancing the moral principles behind the Romantic
theories of rebellion and revolt against such tyranny.
Like the earlier French New Wave films of Godard and Truffaut,
Anderson invites the spectator to identify with the leading
character, Mick, in order to develop a psychological framework that
can project the mind-set of this character as it is formed and
affected by the social and political system in place. The drama
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then becomes a Romantic quest for "self" played within and against
the roles assigned by the political construct of society.
In using Surrealism, Anderson is able to show the viewer how
the imagination can liberate the mind from these particular roles
of submission and engage in human relationships that fulfil their
needs for love and companionship. There are numerous incidents
that brings together various images in collage-like fashion to show
the different interactions between the "real" image of the school
and the "illusionary" one.
Thus, Anderson deliberately photographed the film both in
colour and black and white. By alternating ,black and white
documentary-type sequences with dream-like sequences in colour,
Anderson is able to have the film images show the conflict over
what is imaged as "real" - shot in black and white with what is
imagined or "reconstructed" by memories - shot in colour.
The visual construction of the film derives from the Brechtian
notion of "alienation", which Anderson uses to keep the viewer
intellectually responsive to the film narrative. The director also
breaks the film narrative into eight episodes. Each episode
demonstrates the actions of the school officials to those actions
of the central hero and his two colleagues. Eventually the two
parties come into a final confrontation that ends with a word IF.
As in Vigo's film, the arrival of students after holidays to
the school helps the director introduce the leading characters and
raise the question of what will happen to our revolutionary senior
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students. The hero, Michael, comes in as a mysterious visitor
masked by a scarf in true romantic fashion, to join his classmates.
They show him a magazine photograph of a Black freedom fighter
which becomes a foreshadowing of future activities. We also gaze
upon a wall of photographs linked together by themes of war and
revolution which are supported by Michael stating that "War is the
only creative act". Sexual preferences also are indicated by a
pin-up photo. Michael (Mick) exclaims in true Romantic fashion that
"to walk naked into the sea, make love and then die" epitomizes the
notion of living for an intense moment of life. Later, he pagan
attitude towards life is revealed when Michael is caught at dress
inspection wearing a long necklace made of animal teeth. His
prefect confiscates it and calls Michael a degenerate.
From this first confrontation to later ones the message
conveyed to the students, both juniors and seniors is that learning
entails getting "it" right. Mick and his classmates realize that
they are in a "cloning" operation. Deviate behavior or any signs
of self-expression or individuality is quickly suppressed.
Regimentation and standardization of the students through uniforms
and knee-jerk reactions to commands of the prefects rule the
school. If you get "it" wrong you suffer the penalty - not only
from peer pressure but also from the schoolhouse whips led by Mr.
Roundhouse, the senior prefect and head disciplinarian for the
College. Roundhouse senses the "slack" and non-conformity of the
three seniors, and decides to set an example at the College by
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nipping the "decadent attitude" of these seniors in the bud. In
Episode Five he enacts the punishment of Michael and his two
friends with a brutal whipping, heard by all the students
throughout the dormitory. Beaten and humiliated, Michael plans his
revenge with his classmates on College House.
In contrast to the sadistic punishments and military control
and regimentation demonstrated from morning to night at this
school, there are a number of Romantic rituals that Mick and his
buddies engage in which bring out the youngful spirit of freedom
allowing them to liberate themselves from the confinements and
regulations of the school. In one scene, the boys are found in the
gymnasium swordfighting like the Three Musketeers. The mock battle
has Mick winning in romantic style. Another has the two boys
pretending to duel and die in street fight, again demonstrating
their living for the moment. This is followed by a free-wheeling
flight into the countryside during Springtime on a stolen
motorbike. On their arrival at a country pub Michael becomes a
paramour and begins a ritualistic love-making scene with the
waitress who transforms into a seductive "dark-haired beauty" while
his friends watch. Cinematically, the entire sequence becomes a
surrealistic fantasy as the images and the music collide breaking
down the time/space reality. With comic emphasizes on the musical
phrases, the mating ritual.brings out the manly "beast' in Michael.
After this conquest, the girl joins the boys on the bike as
together are pictured doing "flying" stunts on and off the highway.
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In Episode Six, Michael visits a stargazing student who
believes that nature has a plan within the vastness and mystery of
life in the Universe. Because it is expanding so rapidly, the
student carries a remote hope that another Earth will be discovered
where English is spoken. Mick takes over the telescope and again we
view the young "dark beauty" he desires in his dreams. Then we
witness the taking of an oath of blood, a vow of Death to the
Oppressor, for liberty and justice.
Each episode is introduced by images of Christ held high in
stained glass windows of the Church, a power over man. The priest,
a mathmatics teacher, is seen in earlier episodes as a childmolester, who ironically gives Protestant sermons on the corruption
and sinfulness of mankind. Alluding to Christ as the commanding
officer, the priest addresses the congregation with a warlike
metaphor, urging them to join up with the "morality" of the Church
and fight against the pagan sinners and disbelievers. This becomes
the battle cry to save the Empire from the godless and demonstrates
that the traditional elitist upper-clas eduation functions as a
transmission of the English cultural heritage.
In Episode Seven, the War maneuvers points out the military
tone of this cultural heritage. In this episode, the actions of
the three student soldiers turn into a rebellion as Mick leads them
to kill the Priest. This fantasy death of the Priest has the
Headmaster exclaims to the boys in his study that "I take this
seriously, very seriously". He then dismisses the boys after they
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apologize to the Priest who is surrealistically presented emerging
from a coffin-like large drawer. In doing penance, they have to
clean out various stage props buried underneath the stage. As they
rummage through this dark, forgotten storage area we witness the
young boys uncover hidden secrets from the past, from bottled
fetuses of aborted babies to a weapons cache that was buried and
long forgotten.
This sets up the final sequences in the film where honoured
guests, authority figures of the school and other dignitaries come
together for "Crusader Day". Again, we face the General as the
representative of the military together with the Archbishop, parade
into the chapel to speak to the families and friends of the school.
Here, the tradition of honour, duty and loyalty is duly recognized
by the General in setting similar to one in The Dead Poets Society.
However, in this film, smoke and fire break out on the stage
driving the speakers and the audience out into the parade field
where they are met with machine gun fire and mortar shells, as
Michael and his "crusaders" massacre the crowds from the rooftops
of the school.
The "Freedom Fighters" are in their glory, until the
Headmaster calls a cease fire and asks the fighters "to Trust me".
However, in this surrealistic dream sequence, he is shot between
the eyes, and falls dead on the grass. Our last image is of Michael
firing an automatic machine-gun into the crowd and cinematically
destroying his oppressors.as the film scrolls in the word IF....
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The political message from Anderson is clear - membership in
upper-class private schools should not hold students as hostages to
an bankrupt educational system, one that cannot address creativity
or accept any non-conformity in their students. If such schools
continue to operate within an academic tradition which is not
concerned with the social and political rights of its students
then, harsh discipline and narrow-minded forms of teaching will
reproduce a society unable to adapt to the changing technological
and political realities. As the History teacher bellows out to his
dormant class in the beginning of the film, "Do you have a view?",
speaking directly to Mick, who already knows what beliefs a
romantic rebel has to have to break free from the tyranny of the
rules and regulations of the academic game.
Anderson, by using Mick as his alter-ego, gives us a Brechtian
style history lesson on education. As noted in Chapter Three, this
film is a political allegory about the causes of social and
political rebellion within an upper-class school representing the
ruling class. This class continues the traditions of the past
regardless of the changes going on outside that society. It sees
education as a transmission of a military-religious cultural
heritage now considered by many to be archaic and out-of-touch with
in a post-industrial world.
Thus, as a polemicist, Anderson wants an audience to ask two
questions of themselves concerning change and continuity after
viewing the film. Historically, does a country repeat the patterns
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of the past, fading away as more powerful forces come on to
challenge them? Or does a country maintain the status quo without
any real strategy for future developments?

The Dead Poets Society (1989)

-

Directed by Peter Weir

Peter Weir's Dead Poets Society, starring Robin Williams, is
a coming-of-age film which takes place in 1959 at Welton Academy,
an all-male preparatory school in New England. The film focuses
upon the lives of seven adolescent students. They come under the
tutelage of a new English teacher who advocates a radical change in
their education. Through the student-teacher relationship, the film
raises many questions concerning the image of the teacher as a
romantic rebel in such a school and the role of education during
the rites of passage from preparatory school to college.
The viewer can imagine that screenwriter Tom Schulman modeled
his freethinking English teacher after the Romantic poet John Keats
not just because he named him John Keating but also because he
constructs an image of this teacher as a modern-day romantic rebel.
In the opening sequence, the film image captures one visual
metaphor of the burning candle carrying the light of knowledge as
the titles roll. Through the quasi-religious ritual young boys are
initiated into the traditional "truths" through the transmission of
this symbolic "light" from the elders of the school to the younger
boys. This opening ceremony is led by the headmaster, clothed in
academic robes like a high priest, evoking the pillars of wisdom in
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his appeal to parents and students to recite them together.
"Tradition", Honour, Discipline, Excellence."
After this ceremony, the headmaster introduces an old alumnus
of the school and a new member to the faculty, an English teacher,
Mr. John Keating. He is presented just like the other teachers in
academic robes. Yet, a close-up reveals an enigmatic but whimsical
demeanor. Because Robin Williams portrays the role of this teacher,
audience expectations of this actor anticipate some disruption in
the sanctity of the school. It also foreshadows the basic enigma
and conflict. Which educational method seeking the light of
knowledge will this teacher follow - one based upon traditional
values or one based upon romantic-humanistic ones?
The major protagonists in this drama are also presented, first
Todd with his parents - "with big shoes to fill", then Neil,
sandwiched between his father and mother - "we're expecting great
things". In sequences following the ceremonies, all seven students
are shown in the dormitory wearing identical traditional school
jackets. To complete the introduction of a new study group. the
Judas figure, a red-haired boy named Cameron, is pointed out as a
loud-mouthed and opinionated conformist.
Knowing what subjects they will take, the director presents a
montage of quick views of their respective teachers, all as nononsense academics with definite notions of formal studies and
discipline, all going by the textbook. First, the Science teacher,
then the Math teacher, then the Latin teacher giving a rote lesson
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with the verb form of 'agricola' (perhaps chosen as an in-joke on
the theme of growth and nature).
When we come to Mr. Keating's class, the students are seated
before he makes his entrance, appearing without his jacket,
informally, and walking through the class whistling the theme from
Beethoven's 1812 Overture, foreshadowing his romantic tendencies
and his unorthodox teaching methods. Immediately, he makes the
students vacate the classroom and meets them in the school lobby in
front of a large picture of the school's first graduating class.
Mr. Keating quickly arouses the personal and romantic concerns
in these students, challenging their naivete with the Latin adage
by Horace, Carpe Diem, "seize the day". This is followed by a
reading of Herrick's poem, "To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time,"
"Gather ye rose-buds while ye may/Old Time is still a-flying". His
persuasive appeal to Carpe Diem voices the basic Romantic creed
which advises the boys to seize the moment in life when it comes,
and to dwell in it intensely, regardless of the consequences. As
the students gaze upon the photographic images from the past,
Keating points out how similar those students were to them when
they first came to Welton. A carefully placed cut compares Meeks
with a look-alike student in the photograph, suggesting perhaps
that the student may have regretted not living life to the fullest
when he had the opportunity.
Keating's second class takes place in the classroom where he
destroys the quantitative analysis of poetry by the pedantic
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Dr. Pritchard. Challenging these rules, Keating makes the boys rip
the preface out of their books. Then he quotes Thoreau on poetry
as a distillation of life to be drunk to the fullest, then from
Walt Whitman, and his poem, "0 Captain, My Captain," as a means to
excite the imagination and how the power of words and ideas can
change the world. Romance and passion, coupled with the power of
words to woo and win the day, he professes, are the reasons we
mortals stay alive.
Succeeding classes show Keating urging the students to write
their own verses which express their own feelings and thoughts
about life in class. He achieves a measure of success by drawing
out Todd and his ability to find the right poetic images that
metaphorically capture of repressive forces at work in the school.
Keating strives to help the students understand how easy it is to
fall into lockstep with others, to lose one's individuality and to
forget how to think for oneself.
Other class meetings allow Keating to demonstrate to his
students how natural it is to break away from the traditional
habits of thinking by simply standing on your desk. By changing
places, it reminds us to look at things in a different way. "Just
when you think you know something, have a look at it in a different
way". Thus, Keating counsels the students to liberate themselves
from confining rules and find places to think and act freely and
openly. Further, he urges them, "When you read, consider what you
think, not just what the author thinks."
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Once the students accept his challenge to strike out and find
new ground, Keating's past as a student at Welton is uncovered by
Neil in the school's Annual which mentions the original Dead Poets
Society. Under Neil's direction, the young boys decide to re-create
a Dead Poets Society, just like Mr. Keating's. They convene the
secret society in the old Indian Cave on the school property At
first, they read a blend of poetry from Lord Tennyson, Vachel
Lindsay and others evoking the gods of Romantic legend like
Whitman's Captain who will continue "to strive, to seek, to find
and not to yield" in a semi-pagan ritual of chants.
Back at school, Keating's non-conformist English classes do
not go unnoticed. The conflict in pedagogy is discussed during
dinner when Mr. McAllister, the Latin teacher, thinks Mr. Keating
is taking a big risk encouraging the young boys in his English
class to think that they can aspire to become artists and poets.
Mr. Keating replies that he is talking about free thinking, and
presents the transformational argument against the rigid thinking
and conformity of the institution. The Latin teacher quotes a poem:
"Show me the heart unfettered by foolish dreams and I'll show you
a happy man" Then Keating responds: "Only in their dreams can men
be truly free and it was always thus and only thus will it be".
This pivotal exchange between the two language teachers
contrasts two styles of teaching and learning that start to clash
head-on at the school. The headmaster, an observer of Mr. Keating's
unorthodox teaching methods in the classroom, brings the matter to
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his attention. The headmaster firmly tells Mr. Keating that "the
curriculum is set, it's proven and it works. If you question it,
what's to prevent them from doing the same", referring to the fact
that a student taking such liberties could lead to anarchy.
The Romantic philosophy, however, has already won converts as
it is further pursued by the two young schoolmates, Todd Anderson
and Neil Perry. Encouraged by the liberating lectures of Mr.
Keating, each in his own way delves into his own mind to explore
and examine his own inner world. As their self-esteem develops and
grows, they begin to challenge the material world of their fathers.
Since Neil reconvened the Dead Poets Society, the students
begin to perceive a world order that directly challenges the basic
traditional codes of conduct at the school. Neil becomes
romantically infected with the imaginative spirit of an artist and
decides to take up acting, thus disobeying the commands of his
father. Knox and Charles, unlike the other boys from the study
group, continue to engage in off-campus courtships that further
enhance their notion of love and romance.
Up to this point the film narrative has succeeded in showing
the effects Keating's romantic 'liberation' has upon the behavior
of adolescent boys in a traditional boarding school. The second
half of the film shifts dramatically to parental disapproval as the
counter-point. The focus is upon Mr. Perry, who represents the
authoritarian father figure, as he begins to exert pressure upon
Neil to conform. When Mr. Perry discovers Neil has a lead role in
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the school play, he informs his son that he must resign. This
melodramatic development has Neil, as Puck, ask for forgiveness for
his deceptions. Despite his accomplishments as an actor, the father
comes down heavily upon Neil, pulling him out of the school and
angrily placing the blame on Mr. Keating.
Neil's death by suicide is less than convincing, and the
closing scenes, showing the headmaster's inquiry and the emotional
'witch-hunt', remove the viewer from participating intelligently
with the remainding scenes of the film. The outcome is obvious and
predictable. Mr. Keating is dismissed by the headmaster who cites
his unorthodox teaching methods; he is a scapegoat of the inquiry.
A final scene in the classroom allows Mr. Keating his last
hurrah. As he departs from this room, an act of student defiance
occurs when Todd Anderson leads the students to stand up on their
desks as a symbolic gesture against the dismissal of Mr. Keating.
This closure of the narrative may appear to some as a triumph for
Mr. Keating and the image of a teacher as a romantic rebel. In its
way it does state that, yes, Mr. Keating has made a difference in
the education of these young boys.
Nevertheless. there is something disturbing about this film.
Some may argue that the message of this film protects the vested
interests of those people in society whose roles as lawyers,
bankers, doctors, and politicians have always supported educational
institutions which serve their goals but not others. This form of
social, political elitism is not part of the democracy notion of
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equality. Other issues on education are not addressed in this film.
However, the psychological and political message of the film is
definite: a similar fate will occur to any teacher who, as romantic
rebel, breaks away from established procedures and attempts
topromote^self-expression^and^student-centered^learning
programs.
This makes a viewer question the validity of this story. Is
this story convincing? If a transformational program of instruction
is initiated by a teacher in a respected school environment, why
should the script follow a pattern of genre melodrama which leads
to failure and a re-establishment of the status quo? If the school
is a seat of learning - and the symbols on education are employed,
why are they not observed? In other words, who tampered with this
script? Why did it suddenly turn its back on its original premise,
its forthright attack on an educational system that perpetuates
the Establishment and shows it for what it is. Perhaps the director
did achieve something unique and original out of such a film with
the depiction of a teacher as a romantic rebel to present the
issues, at least.
The film's director, Peter Weir, first gained promineasean
Australian film-maker with his anti-war film, Gallipoli, which
follows a similar theme: the waste and destruction of young boys by
a cold and calculating British system dedicated to honour and
tradition. In filming Dead Poets Society, Weir's cinematographer
visually captures the Arcadian landscape with a fidelity to the
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romantic tone of the script; from the tracking shots of the campus
at night with its chiming bells that invoke the medieval past to
the woods and trees of the campus caught in the blue mist of
moonlight.
Romantic spirits are re-engaged by several haunting images of
students in black-hooded coats seeking out the old Indian cave to
evoke the gods of their imagination. The change of natural light
from the autumnal glow of the sunsets to the frigid winter
landscapes visually support the changing romantic moods of the
students. Other effective images of the school are captured during
the purge. The halls are empty, and solitary figures are shown like
ghostly apparitions lost in space, searching for a friendly face.
The gothic arches now serve as religious frames to contain these
floating shadows in a lonely school environment.
The power of these romantic visions on the screen, however, do
not save the film from its own shortcomings. Mr. Williams performs
well in a soap opera of melodramatic dimensions. While noble in
theme, the script does not allow his character a chance to defend
his role as a teacher or to present his arguments about the
importance of the romantic-humanist pedagogy. While Mr. Keating
succeeds in empowering students to seize the opportunity to control
their own learning, the hopes for self-actualization is defeated.
The image of Neil, as he places his crown of thorns on his
head, to become transformed into a God, is vivid. But the following
scene brings us back into reality since his suicide undercuts the
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power of his previous act and the awareness of his own state. If
this death was symbolic or not, the shift of the script to quiet
acceptance of fate goes against the initial premise of the film and
of the image of a teacher as a liberating force in education.
In conclusion, these two films. IF... and Dead Poets Society,
are representative of the work of personally committed film-makers,
Lindsay Anderson and Peter Weir. Thematically, they believe
commercial cinema, supported by powerful visual images, can promote
a critical mindedness into the repressive ideological structures
which control the values, beliefs and attitudes of our society.
Clearly, they argue through their particular narrative films for
the need to generate a new self-awareness of these invisible
systems and to expand a person's consciousness of the world in
which we live. Indirectly, they play a teacher's role in guiding
viewers to the romantic-humanist view of life which encourages the
development of each individual, helping us to reach our potential.
Moreover, they suggest a romantic rebellion is necessary to destroy
the repressive rules and conventions operating within the social
and political constructs of the traditional educational system.
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CHAPTER SIX
Images of Teachers as Romantic Rebels: Films of the 1980s

Introduction to Teachers and Stand and Deliver

These two contemporary films are folk fairy tales about
teachers who cope in different ways with the demoralizing and
dehumanizing conditions found in inner-city American high schools.
Both films are based upon the true-life experiences of teachers but
each director has taken liberties in adapting these narratives to
the screen. They are scripted as realistic fantasies that explore
the inner anxieties and aspirations experienced by each teacher.
Despite the use of realistic settings, visually the directors
create a dream-like surreal atmostphere to imply that the teacher
is trapped in a nightmare of school politics. Each film sets out
the bewildering conditions and difficulties of teaching in such an
environment, while at the same time suggesting solutions to the
problems. For Alex Jurel, the romantic rebel in Teachers, the years
of trying to make sense out of the turmoil occurring at JFK high
school find him as a disenchanted and disillusioned teacher. The
film explores how Alex tries to bring his inner house in order to
regain his confidence as a teacher. In contrast to Alex, Jaime
Escalante, the mathematics teacher in Stand and Deliver, has
already understood what can be meaningful to him in life when he
decides to become a high school teacher. He is driven by an inner
belief that he can contribute to the welfare of underpriviledged
students through the teaching of mathematics.
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Both teachers, as they struggle with school politics and their
relationships with the students, are motivated by a moral
commitment to a better world and way of life. These ethical
concepts are implied in many scenes throughout both films because
they are part of the fundamental conflict in each one. When the
teacher emphasizes a right course of action, the trust and caring
invested in their education becomes meaningful to the students.

Teachers (1985)

-

Directed by Arthur Hiller

Teachers (1985) is a narrative film about teachers who are

trapped by bureaucratic mis-managers of public education in an
anonymous inner-city American high school ironically named after
John F. Kennedy. The screenplay is based upon the real-life
experiences of the producer, Irwin Russo, a former high sch000l
English teacher. In the hands of director Arthur Hiller, the film
strives to be an expose of the mindless waste, apathy and
mediocrity found in the public education system . More important is
the disillusionment of students caught in the grip of teacher
indifference and incompetence. As a satirist, Hiller skillfully
portrays the incompetence of the school staff and bureaucracy as
they destroy the student's trust in the system. The directorial
approach is similar to that in his film Hospital, which illustrated
how that institution and its mindless bureaucracy were indirectly
killing its patients instead of saving them. The mythical notion
that public schooling in America can adequately prepare students
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for adult roles as future citizens is seriously challenged by the
scriptwriter and the director.
The film opens on a cold winter day with the arrival of
school buses and students, The title song underscores the question
"Teacher - Teacher, can you teach me? Teacher -Teacher, can you
reach me?" The lyrics, like many rock songs of the 1960s, ridicule
the school system. The scene exposes the audience to the
realization that JFK High School is overcrowded; soon we learn it
is understaffed and underfunded. We meet the teaching staff, some
of whom have already lost their interest in the affairs of the
school. A few have degenerated into thoughtless, mechanical
behaviour in an attempt to anesthetize themselves against dealing
with the students. The vice-principal, Roger Rubel trys to maintain
some sense of order. He takes each day as it comes.
When a teacher says "I fail to see", in response to a
question, the school psychologist "flips her lid" and attacks the
teacher, blinding him with black ink from the mimeograph machine.
Another teacher seeks first-aid after being bitten by a student,
while a shortage of teachers on this Monday morning results in
"scraping the barrel" for a substitute. A 'phone call brings an
out-patient from a mental clinic into the history classroom, a
person who just happens to be a natural teacher. When Dr. Burke,
the school superintendent, arrives she naturally asks "What are you
running here, a god-damned zoo"?
This metaphorical blindness on the part of the teacher becomes
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symtomatic of the insanity gripping this high school. Unknowingly
students and teachers are trapped within an unmanageable and
uncaring educational system, one which seeminly fails to recognize
what is happening. Our romantic rebel, Alex Jurel. is first seen in
bed answering a call from the school reminding him to report to
work. This wake-up call alerts the viewer to the fact that Alex
has become a lost dreamer caught in his own fantasy to conceal his
true identity as a teacher. When he arrives at school he decides to
fix the radiator in his classroom. He, too, is unconsciously
struggling against the crisis conditions that have enveloped the
high school in the past ten years. Next door to him, we witness
Mr. Ditto falling asleep as students automatically distribute handouts. As viewers we wonder when Alex will "wake-up" and assume his
rightful role as a romantic rebel, a teacher who can make a
difference because "you're a teacher who cares what happens".
The central conflict revolves around a lawsuit brought against
the schoolboard by the parents of a student who graduated from JFK
High School unable to read and write. The lawsuit challenges the
the competence of the staff and administration. Since the high
school is in danger of losing accreditation, Dr. Burke, a
domineering school superintendent, is prepared to deal quickly with
the lawsuit. She knows that public opinion could kill her funding
drive and a bond issue needed to bring funds to the school. Her
fears concern the publicity the lawsuit might generate. Dr. Burke
decides that any information about this case must be controlled in
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order to prevent a public outcry.
Dr. Burke checks on those teachers who are part of the team,
and those who will "rock the boat" with Mr. Rubel. Out of the list
comes our romantic rebel, Alex Jurel, a long-haired Social Science
teacher. She discovers from his file that his work with the Free
School movement indicates that he has already escaped from the
bureaucratic control of the public schools in the late 1960s, that
he was a strong advocate for student rights and had demonstrated
excellent leadership and teaching abilities.
Throughout the film, Alex Jurel looms as the controversial
figure who not yield to the pressures of Dr. Burke, her lawyers
and administrators. But, from the outset of the film, Jurel's
disillusionment as a teacher shows that he is weary of the politics
going on in the school. He has apparently lost faith in himself as
a teacher in the system. When he is given an extra assignment to
replace the counselling officer, he seizes the opportunity to deal
with the problems of Eddie Pilikian, an illiterate student.
Intuitively, Alex still believes a teacher can make a difference to
a student and decides on helping Eddie. He assigns him to a
remedial reading class but Eddie is resistant to any change.
Mr. Rubel, the vice-principal, knowing of Alex's rebellious
attitude to the present school system, talks to him in an informal
way to make sure he will tow the line for the school. Jurel
confesses that he is "tired of the whole damn thing" and
contemplates quitting since he himself knows he does not want
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compromise and give false testimony.
As the pivotal character in the narrative, Jurel needs to be
re-awakened to his calling as a teacher. A former student, Lisa
Hammond, the lawyer handling the suit against the school, tries to
win Alex over to her side. Though she realizes that JFK High
School has changed over the years, she is still full of romantic
idealism, enough to believe that the lawsuit will bring changes in
the school. However, Jurel is aware that many have tried to change
the system but they would not pay the price. He also knows that
the issue is not the quality of education but basically money.
With Lisa slowly renewing his commitment to teaching, Jurel
asks his students to examine what the responsibility of the school
is to the community. "Tell me what's wrong with this school. How
should I respond to the lawyer's deposition." By opening up the
question to the entire

class,

Jurel is aware that he is allowing

students the liberty to choose their own materials and forms of
self-expression. In doing the exercise, Jurel also permits them to
realize what is meaningful to their own identity. "Just
communicate", urges Jurel.
Eddie Pilikian, now in Jurel's class, goes for a photo-essay
that exposes the real nature of the school. The liberation of this
student from any reprisals by school authorities for his unorthodox
ways allows him to create a clever visual essay on how the school,
its teachers and the secret narcotic squad operates. Eddie then
has the student newspaper print his photographs. By backing up the
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student, Jurel is forced to break with his buddy, Mr. Rubel. (It
is obvious that both characters carry the name of Rebel as part of
their names.) Jurel then becomes part of the counter-force that
tries to re-establish a sense of purpose to his teaching. In order
to do that, Jurel struggles with his own inabilities to function in
a school system that is full of absurdities. By making contact with
Eddie, an intelligent but illiterate student, he begins to slowly
recover his former confidence as an effective teacher.
His "awakening" is supported by the song, On the Edge of A
Dream, that underscores a fantasy love scene between Jurel and
Hammond. They argue over the question of whose reality one can
trust and believe in. Jurel cannot accept the blindness to the
system and the false myths and beliefs Hammond has accepted as the
truth. But the law suit is settled out of court convincing Hammond
that Jurel was right about the issue of money.
Jurel decides to resign but Eddie and Lisa persuade him to
remain at the school. Jurel finally liberates himself from the
rules and conventions set up by Rubel and Dr. Burke when he
realizes he does have the power to teach responsibly again at the
school. Rubel reminds him that half the students won't be coming
back next year, but seeing the students respond to his efforts, he
knows that half of the students will. Jurel then tells Roger that
"the schools were not built for us, nor the unions or the
administration but for the kids." "They're not here for us, we are
here for them" Dr. Burke then replies, "Jurel, you're crazy",
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Perhaps Alex is, but then he's a teacher. He also knows that the
students can be part of the solution instead of the problem in a
public high school that is called a "looney bin".
Arthur Hiller directs the film in a very episodic manner,
keeping the action layered so that he can easily jump from one
situation to another. While there is only token teaching going on
in some classrooms, Hiller is more interested in bringing us into
the teachers' lounge to overhear the political manouvering going on
behind the scenes especially the distrust and jealousy among the
teachers.
The hallways and corridors of the school are also used
visually to symbolize the hidden pattern determining the choices of
the students. Only Eddie Pelikian, a street-wise kid, knows how to
break the rules, and the fire alarm, to set himself free. The film
narrative brings to the surface the continual incompetence of the
school system to deal adequately with the education needs of the
students. Yet, the director and the script is careful not to make
anyone an outright villain. It is the school system itself that is
attacked over and over again because it is now housing various
political factions that undermine the purposes of education. Alex
Jurel almost loses sight of his career and his inspirational gifts
as a teacher. When no one really cares about the quality of
education available in the system except the students, then who
will see to it that their educational needs are met? It is obvious
that the person scripting this film knew from experience the "real"
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importance of helping students learn the skills to read and write
so that they could take advantage of the educational resources
relevant to their own interests.

Stand and Deliver (1988)

-

directed by Ramon Menendez

This film is based upon the true-life story of a Los Angeles
mathematics teacher Jaime Escalante. His decision to leave a hightech electronics firm and become a high school teacher follows his
own romantic quest to make a significant contribution to life. His
decision to become a high school teacher helps him combine his own
talents and intelligence with a belief in the American Dream.
Escalante assumes the image of a modern Lone Ranger, a romantic
rebel who is dedicated to the laws of liberty and justice for his
people. Knowing the advantages of a good public school education,
he uses his intelligence and imagination to help free students from
the negative outcomes happening to people of poor Hispanic-Mexican
descent in the United States in the 1980s.
The film opens with a series of tracking shots to place the
action in the slums of East Los Angeles. The viewer assumes that
the film will use this environment as the battleground where
students from James Madison High School traffic drugs and drive
stolen cars. The first scenes inside the school reveal the accepted
stereotypes of poor Hispanic-Americans students who live in the
"barrios" or slums, although their homes are more than the mud huts
typical of Mexico. Here they are forced to go to high school. When
Escalante joins the faculty at the school, as the new mathematics
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teacher, he learns that the school is in real danger of losing its
accreditation because of the many drop-outs and the loss of
teachers afraid to work in this area.
Escalante is greatly, yet modestly, motivated by his own
beliefs in freedom and equality, and like a Promethean figure,
makes great sacrifices for the sake of the students in his math
classes. The students quickly realize that this teacher is serious
about teaching his course in a no-nonsense manner and that he will
not be intimidated by some students with their gang-like macho
attitudes. In jest they call him Kemosabe, which ironically becomes
his nickname: a friend and leader to his students. Quickly, the
students become aware that this teacher encourages the development
of each student as long as they agree to do the assigned work In
a matter of weeks, it becomes a privilege to be in his class. They
know that as a dedicated teacher, Escalante will be fair and use
the school system as a tool to promote their education.
His classes become open and personal for each student. His
teaching techniques are not mechanical or standardized. Instead, he
frequently uses metaphors concerning food, weather and common
knowledge to advance a mathematical concept. He also gives high
praise to a common Spanish heritage, by noting the intelligence of
their ancestors who discovered the concept of zero By giving these
students a sense of pride in themselves, Escalante shatters the
popular myths that demean them by awakening in his students the
greatness of their past. This recognition by the students of a
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special potential for success begins their movement towards selfactualization and emancipation from the barrios. Further, Escalante
tells them that a student must have the desire in their hearts.
Then they will have the required courage to cope with all the real
problems here and now and rise to the goals they have set for
themselves.
In the process of building up the student's own self esteem,
he helps them acknowledge two common myths holding them back from
success: being from a poor, ignorant immigrant families from
Mexico, and having a racial background as Latinos with identifiable
names. He then proclaims that their economic future will not be
decided by the prejudices and anti-intellectual stereotyping by
others but instead by the possession of an education that can free
them from racism. One equality is attainable through a knowledge of
mathematics, the great equalizer. Once you know that you are
competent to compete with others in mathematics, you will possess
a freedom of choice denied to other,less qualified students.
Escalante re-enforces his classes the romantic notion that
the idea of liberty comes about when they know they can make their
own choices. Then, they become free agents with the abiltity to
live according to their own codes of life. Students who have
mastered calculus thus are able to seize the opportunities to seek
out and find a wider range of career choices. Wisely, Escalante
states often the consequences to the students who reject the
opportunity that this school and this class offers them. He knows
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the drop-outs will have to accept a very limited set of jobs.
available to them. letting other people to decide their destiny.
Escalante knows his class becomes a ticket to economic freedom.
The script focuses on one young intelligent girl who has to
drop his

class

to work as a waitress in her father's restaurant.

This scene dramaticaaly demonstrates the conflict between the
teacher's beliefs in education and a parent who sees his child only
as an economic asset. Visually, the scene is staged as a simple
evening in a resturant with Escalante play-acting as a patron who
has been short-changed by the waitress. In the ensuing argument,
Escalante challenges the parent's decision to employ his daughter
when she obviously needs further schooling to improve her
mathematical abilities. Escalante suggests to the father that he
has not given his child a choice for her future. He skillfully
makes his point that she should stay in school and get an
education that would pay far greater dividends for both of them.
Escalante's teaching techniques are basically developed from
the same kind of argument. Once converted to his way of thinking,
his personality and enthusiasm for mathematics draw the students to
his classes. He uses simple illustrations and expressions repeated
daily, to help the students understand that complex and abstract
mathematical ideas can be broken down step-by-step. It's as easy as
tic-tac-toe - or it's a piece of cake upside down.
Once the ritual of attacking mathematical problems are set
a field trip to his old electonics firm with his students brings to
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his attention an opportunity which Escalante seizes to make good
his assertions about math as the great equalizer. He learns about
the Advanced Math Placement test, which would qualify his students
to earn a scholarship to university. Knowing that he has much
ground to cover, Escalante asks the students to take summer classes
with him so that he can prepare them for the test.
The test is taken with surprising results. All eighteen
students pass. This outcome causes the Educational Testing Service
to investigate the results. They surmise that the students
"cheated". The trust that Escalante placed in the system appears
to have backfired, and as a romantic rebel he challenges the two
investigators to provide proof of wrong-doing. Then he accuses the
ETS investigators of discrimination and racism because they
discovered that the students had Spanish surnames. Dr. Pearson, a
Black American, and Dr. Ramirez, a Hispanic-American, in their own
defence, decide to offer the test to the students again, hoping
the students will not take up the challenge.
The students, who first celebrated passing the test at an
impromptu swimming party, now find their dreams and hopes for the
future placed on hold. Some become cynics gripping that even if
you succeed, nothing changes. They begin to lose confidence and
trust in the system now that they are really qualified to be part
of it. But the students decide they must accept the challenge amd
take the test again, just to remove the stigma.
The last section of the film becomes the occasion for an all
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night cram session at the teacher's home. Escalante proclaims in
his last prep talk, "You are the true dreamers and dreams
accomplish wonderful things". "You're the best and tomorrow you
will prove you're the champs." This inspirational session is
without sentimental overtones, since each student is beset by his
or her own personal doubts.
In the principal's office we hear the final scores for the
second test. Again all 18 students pass the examination. Escalante
is vindicated for his efforts and the principal shares this moment
of triumph. As he leaves the school, Escalante gives a little jump
of joy in recognition of the accomplishments of his students.
Visually, director Mendendez is unable to support the romantic
themes underlying this story. His televisual shooting style is
invisible, lacking any artistry or distinction. Instead he is
dependent upon a series of talking head sequences where the acting
performances of the students to carry the emotional load. The
actor playing Escalante brings a physical awkwardness that belies
his caring for the students. His mixture of comedy routines with
a sense of authoritative toughness makes his image of a teacher
closer to a buffoon. His classroom and the school environs are
depicted without any lighting design to suggest a romantic spirit.
The director also uses on-location documentary style photography
for the actual homes and school environment of East Los Angeles,
stripping away their romantic qualities.
At the outset, the film introduces the viewer to the bars,
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stores and other older buildings of the East side neighborhood. It
definitely has some romantic character but the director does use
any of these locations for later action. The school is the major
site for the story which easily changes from a graffiti-covered
classroom into a clean and well-organized one. The playground
becomes a war zone with vandalizing students making sneak attacks
that are not motivated or integrated into the main narrative. When
Escalante is shown in one sequence holding back a vengeful Angel,
we, as viewers, grasp what the teacher is doing to protect him from
a gang attack, but we don't understand the causes.
The only romantically conceived scene occurs when Angel, the
reformed older student, goes out with his former gang partner on a
night ride after the test scores have been invalidated by the ETS
investigation. When his buddy looks at the star-filled sky and
wonders about his fate, Angel now realizes he has the ability to
alter his fate, that the choice is up to him, but he also knows
that there are many obstacles, such as racism, still to overcome.
In frustration, Angel decides to challenge some policemen in a
patrol car by saying something in Spanish to annoy them. The
policemen pull them over, push them around, then give them a
ticket. The absurdity of the action, and the meaninglessness of
the offense contrasts with the psychological reality of the system
Angel wants so desperately to escape.
Angel recognizes how the system creates inequalities of
opportunity and how imperative it is for himself to become free of
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the negative myths which so far have determined his fate. He
realizes all too well that this hassle with the police is another
instance of others pushing him around, without caring about their
welfare. His buddy can only curse and kick Angel for getting the
fine without realizing the racial trap that he is caught in. As a
school drop-out, Angel's buddy does not realize he wasted his
opportunity to get an education. This will keep him bound to the
barrios forever.
In he final pairing of films, Teachers and Stand and Deliver,
the respective teachers have romantic ideals as teachers. Their
dedication to the great adventure of teaching is marked by a
nightmare of school politics and deception. As romantic rebels they
fight the educational bureaucracy that is a constant obstacle
intruding into their lives as teachers. Both have sacrificed
marital bliss for the teaching profession. It is the challenge of
their students that brings about a renewal in themselves as
teachers which recharges their energies after they have come back
from the brink of personal disaster. The comeback of both teachers
illustrates that renewal and rebirth can be achieved through
romantic faith in the awe and wonder of youth, their
transformations through their personal desire and capacity to
succeed, and their courage to start afresh.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Power of Film Images

For many of us, narrative films become analogous to Plato's
myth of the Cave, a metaphor in which prisoners trapped inside this
darkened place believe the images or shadows projected by firelight
onto a wall to be "reality". Films also are projected images of
light and dark and there is a present danger of believing that the
actual world outside the theatre or "cave", resembles what was
projected onto the screen. The problem is just how to discern the
relationship between what is appearance and what is reality.
Films have become prolific sources of audio-visual information
about our world. With the ability to manipulate time and space,
films more than television can mediate and restructure different
aspects of our world. They also allow us to re-construct the past
or capture present-day events. Magically films can project us into
the future through scenarios that imaginatively extend our
creativity as human beings. Through the illusion of a space/time
continuum, film images transform "reality" within the narrative
form to support our values and belief systems. Thus, the "reality"
of these images carry the cultural value systems of our society.
With this in mind, images of teachers as romantic rebels, and
the roles they play in these narratives, reveal the ideological
assumptions of the educational system. Each film chosen in this
study becomes relevant when romantic-humantist teaching strategies
portray teachers imaginatively and intellectually supporting and
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enriching student-centered learning.
Many narrative films produce and distribute particular
"ideological" content through the use of familiar genre
conventions. These conventions are not "neutral" conductors of
meaning but are designed to encourage particular meanings or
"readings" while inhibiting or discouraging other meanings. In
other words, they control the social and political value structures
within the world of the film narrative.
New Wave film-makers like Francois Truffaut suggest that
narrative films need to break away from the old realistic
conventions of the past and inject new forms that relate to the new
content being dramatized. By interweaving different aspects of
"reality" into the narrative, visual images can become
cinematically reflexive, allowing the viewer to intellectually
consider the meanings of the images. On the basis of how we
perceive these images, the "truth" or "reality" of the events
depicted in the film are then made believable to the viewer.
The six narrative films in this study clearly illustrate the
image of a teacher as a romantic rebel. They all have a common
episodic structure that does not necessarily follow the
conventional plot formulas of genre films. More importantly, they
help viewers visualize various facets of school life and the
relationship of students with teachers. Traditional school rituals
are then contrasted with new teaching strategies employed by the
teacher-protagonist that precipitate the romantic rebellion.
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The new teacher may be the primary cause of challenge to the
system, or a senior student in the case of IF..., or a former
student, as in Teachers, may set off the conflict between the
conception of teaching and the aims and goals of the school.
However the plots are structured, they serve the romantic
ideas explicitly stated, either visually or verbally, throughout
the narrative. The confrontations between students and teachers,
students and students, teachers and teachers, and parents and
students thus are dramatized. Among the many romantic ideas
depicted are the notion of seizing the moment in the personal quest
for intense life experiences, the struggle for identity through
self-expression, the transformation into the spirit of a god in a
pagan, Dionysian-like frenzy, and notion of liberating oneself from
the bonds of confinement from repressive societal rules.

Conclusions

Conflicting educational ideologies and issues are taken
seriously when media, like film, can help the viewer understand the
difficulties facing public education in relationship to today's
social and economic problems. Films like Teachers and Stand and
Deliver strongly illuminate the political forces at play in public
schools undermining students and teachers alike. The films succeed
because they are able to make a cogent statement about students'
concerns: that the first thing one has to do is to treat them as
human beings. Only then can the process of learning take place. In
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Sylvia some sense of personal worth is achieved by the teacher
working with the Maori children but her work is defeated by school
administrators. In Teachers and Stand and Deliver, we see the
commitment of dedicated teachers responding to the needs of their
students. Here, the art of teaching comes into focus as being a
spirit of giving and caring about the growth and development of
those students.
Though the number of inspirational narrative films concerning
teacher/student relationships is small, they are indicative of a
growing public concern over the debate between progressives and
fundamentalists about the role played by our public schools. By
dramatizing the educational malaise and disillusionment over public
education, new questions arise as to what new agencies and
institutions will take over the educational responsibilities.
Viewing the ideological conflicts now may help awaken the public to
a critical mindedness over what human values are vital to a
curriculum in a changing post-industrial society.
In the films reviewed in this study, the teacher is a
liberator. Through knowledge, and the sharing of trust and
friendship with the student, the teacher helps to lead the student
towards personal goals and frees the student's imagination. The
combination of trust and responsibility allows the student to find
rewarding experiences that contribute to personal achievement and
self-worth. Positive attitudes towards self, the teacher and
others encourage the spirit of learning.
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Repeatedly, in each film, the students are given the power to
decide and choose their own interests and follow their own desires
and needs in order to gain mastery over life's experiences. The
students are encouraged to experiment, take risks without fear of
reprisals, to act out their fears and desires, and learn to debate
the issues, leading to peak experiences of mystery, wonder and joy
as in The Dead Poets Society. The release from the bondage and
tyranny of the system and the formalism imposed by the school
system are overcome. From these efforts, the teacher guides the
student towards a gathering of self-control and independence which
mark the maturing student.
Two important statements hover in the background of Teachers:
one is "Knowledge is power", the other "Know thyself". Once a
student has understood that power is generated through various
forms of knowledge, from the spiritual to cognitive dimensions,
then the social nature of learning comes to the fore, raising
ethical issues on how this knowledge will be put to use.
The power of knowledge enters into the world of politics.
Knowing that responsibility and trust are placed by the teacher in
the student can only assist and help guide the student in the
positive uses of this knowledge and power as an adult.
Further, the promotion of a positive attitude towards others
is demonstrated by the teachers in these narratives. In a
pluralistic democracy operating within a post-industrial society,
knowing and understanding the role they will play as an adult in
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social and political decision-making becomes one of the major goals
of public education.

Further commentary on the potential for educational discourse based
upon the six film narratives in this study
What is the effect on a potential teacher who sees these
fictional narratives of teachers going against the establishment?
These films deal with the educational rights of students. They are
grounded in the romantic-humanist orientation as:
- the right of access to an appropriate education.
- the right to have a point-of-view acknowledged
and to be respected for one's own opinions.
- the right to challenge and differ from the majority
viewpoint and not be forced to yield and conform.
- the right to pursue self-interests.
- the right to be evaluated by oneself in relationship to
the needs and demands of a democratic society.
All these rights convey a sense of personal worth and esteem that
is defeated when the educational system has to use outside agencies
- other teachers, other parents and other institutions to confer
approval on student achievements.
The characters and their struggles within the fictional world
of cinema in these films illustrate that, as a beginning teacher,
if you are a caring and trusting person and make the most of the
tools you possess as a teacher, you can win the day and educate the
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child even though the system and all its problems fight against
you. The essential question in all these films is: Can you make
a difference in the education of a student as a school teacher?
The answer in each of these films is yes, yes, you can and do make
a difference because of your basic humanity and trust in the
student. Teachers do make a difference and can in some ways effect
change.
In Why Shoot the Teacher?, Max Brown finds out that he can
challenge the system and its administrators to bring about equal
access to relevant material that would make a difference.
Sylvia, although dismayed and thwarted by the administrators,

has proof that her educational theories were successful and that
her system could make a difference for those children.
Keating, at the end of Dead Poets Society, knows that he
effected change when the students decided to challenge the system
and that his sacrifice was not made in vain.
Alex Jurel, in Teachers, realizes that as a responsive teacher
he can make a difference in that school for many of the students
who will return to his class.
In Stand and Deliver, the statistical record of student
achievement at Garfield High proves that, regardless of race or
class, students can rise above their station that through the care
and trust of a teacher.
IF... is the exception. The system becomes so abusive that

only recourse for the three students is a dream-like insurrection,
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a result of traditional teaching strategies gone astray.
Such is the message in these films. All these dramas are lifeaffirming. For prospective teachers, the arguments may excite some
students because the Jurels and the Keatings become examples of
teachers who do make a difference, who do respect and respond to
the needs and the desires of the students, inspiring a desire for
reflexive and thoughtful lives in a democracy.
In that way, these films are a form of persuasion designed to
promote certain warm emotional responses to the efforts of the
teacher; we want to see somebody win and overcome all obstacles
that deny life-building experiences.
In making a correlation between the theme of Romanticism in
the teaching profession and the presentation of this idea visually
- its aesthetic - we find that each director depicts the school as
a place of entrapment, not only through its physical but also its
psychological presence. It is depicted as a closed world within a
given set of fixed ideological beliefs. In each film, the director
illustrates visually how the teacher moves the class and students
outside the school and its enclosing classroom setting. The role
of the teacher is thus shown as liberating the student from the
controlling influence of the school. In addition, the final
resolution to many of the films happens to occur outside the school
because inside the teacher feels restrained. He or she is
restricted by the norms and rituals controling the school itself.
In Sylvia, a change of instruction occurs when the students
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are with given the opportunity to experience the world outside the
classroom, or to make pictures of the outside world inside the
classroom. The drawings mentally allow the student to escape the
confines of the room and enter the outside world of imagination.
In addition, there is the opportunity for students to see and
experience the world with a fresh vision of possibilities.
In Teachers the escape from school and its confining
classrooms and rules is through a student's effort to break the
rules and set off the fire alarms. Outside the school, Alex Jurel,
comes to understand his role as a teacher and the school itself as
a tool for instruction, not as a place for confinement but as a
social construct to help educate students with his guidance.
In Dead Poets Society, the first thing the new English teacher
does is to vacate the classroom and take the students to the
entrance lobby. Here. this new generation of students come face to
face with a display containing the photographs of former students.
In contrasting the living with the dead, Keating urges his students
to contemplate their own futures. The director's skillful editing
helps the viewer visualize each student contemplate his romantic
yearnings for a place outside the school. In this way, the
thematic concerns of the film are presented visually supported by
the lesson to "seize the day" and live life fully. With this
lesson, the major enigma or question is posed indirectly by the
teacher. What will happen if we break the rules and traditions?
What then? The film's denouement answers this question.
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In summary, each film visualizes the conflict between the
teacher as a romantic rebel and the school administrators
metaphorically as a battle of "nature" with "tradition". The images
of high schools, schoolrooms and the dormitories, especially in
IF..., are all seen as repressive and restrictive, similar to a
prison. The image of a teacher is directly related to the places
where he or she works with students. In each film, the teacher
becomes identified as a romantic rebel when he or she is visually
shown taking the students physically and psychologically outside
the confines of the school and its restrictions on human behavior.
Learning, in a sense, becomes an active engagement of each student
with the real world where the student's self-awareness rules.
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